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INSIDE:
Murray Middle School
is offering a creative
writing workshop for
students in grades five
through eight beginning March 23. Page
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Regents pass pay cuts, fee increases
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray LodgerS Tinton Stett Writer

lion, tuition and incentive grant
increases of $386,000 were
approved as well as a student activity fee increase of $75 to raise
$987,000 in revenues. The faculty/
staff salary deduction will generate
$656,000 in funds. The remaining
$371,000 will be cut from the
budgets of the president's office,
academic affairs, student affairs
and university relations and administrative services.
On-campus housing rates were
increased 12 percent for summer
sessions and each semester of the
regular academic year, the activity
fee for full-time students was
increased to $130 per semester and
$65 per semester for part-time students. Summer school students will
pay $32.50 for each session. Previously, only full-time students paid
activity fees which cover admission
to all university sports, as well as
other campus events.
Regents also increased the incentive grant fee for students residing
in border counties of neighboring
states from $200 to $400, increased
the summer orientation fee from
$35 to $40, instituted a $10 fee for
admission applications and a $5 fee
for reapplication and increased the

A combination of a 2 percent
one-year faculty and staff salary
deduction and increases in a variety
of fees were passed at a special
meeting of the Murray State University Board of Regents Tuesday
to alleviate a budget decrement of
$4.5 million as mandated by the
state.
If the university cannot find
funds next year to reinstate the 2
percent salary cut, it will become
permanent, according to board
chairman Kerry Harvey.
As part of the passed proposal,
academic affairs will be cut $2.3
million, university relations and
administrative services $1 million
and student affairs $170,000.
"In academic affairs, my share
will be $2.3 million. We will eliminate 24 faculty positions in all six
colleges and all areas reporting to
me. More than 18 programs will be
eliminated. It will erode the general
education program like you've never seen and will mean one where
which we can no longer take pride
in," said Dr. James Booth, provost
and vice-president for academic
- and student affairs.
(Cont'd on page 2)
To raise an additional $2.47 mil-

SPORTS:
MSU coach Scott
Edgar, who _was an
assistant under Arkansas' Nolan Richardson,
has mixed feelings
about his first-round
NCAA opponent. Page
2B

WEDNESDAY
Much 18
WORLD
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina —
Survivors cried out feebly early
today as rescuers worked feverishly to find them in the rubble
of the Israeli Embassy after a
bomb reduced it to concrete
chunks. Pare 3A

Broom for improvement

CANDY MATERS/Ledger & Times photo

Dr. Ronald Kurth is shown describing Murray State University's budget breakdown duringTuesday's
board of regents meeting.

MCCH rates to rise 7.3 percent

STATE
By CANDY MAINERS
FRANKFORT — The Kentucky
House handed Rep. Ernesto
Scorsone a stunning defeat
Tuesday, voting down his bill to
make laws on living wills and
health-care surrogates. Page 3A

Murray Lodger I. Times Stall Writer

Overall rates will increase 7.3
percent under a new budget
approved by the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board for the
1992-1993 fiscal year Tuesday
evening.
The rate increase is to combat an
increase in estimated expenses of
7,6 percent. Currently the hospital
is below the national average cost
for health care.
In a letter to the hospital board,
the state approved the sale of PADMUR, a radiation therapy center, to
MCCH. The hospital currently
owns 50 percent of the center, but
plans to buy Western Baptist's

SPORTS
Mayfield broke an 11-year
drought in the Sweet Sixteen
with a flood of free throws and
jump shots to beat Marshall
County 75-62 to claim the First
Region championship. Page 28

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Israel's
hopes for $10 billion in U.S.
loan guarantees to help settle
Soviet Jews were dashed by an
impasse between the White
House and Congress. Page 3A

Clinton and Bush sweep Midwest

FORECAST
Tonight: Occasional rain and
thunderstorms. Low 45 to 50.
Wind becoming north 10 to 15
mph. Chance of rain near 100
percent. Thursday: Rain likely
and cooler. High 50 to 55.
Chance of rain 60 percent.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.6, -0.3; below 316.2, -2.7
BARKLEY LAKE
354.4, -0.5; below 321.7, -1.9

CANDY MAT/Mita/Ledger & Those photo

Jeff Scarbrough of Murray sweeps the wall of a local business before
applying mortar Tuesday afternoon.

CHICAGO (AP) — Bill Clinton
and George Bush shifted their
sights to the fall campaign today
after the Arkansas governor took
command of the Democratic race
and the president all but snuffed
out Patrick Buchanan's challenge.
With big primary victories in
Illinois and Michigan Tuesday,
Clinton put distance between himself and Democratic rivals Paul
Tsongas and Jerry Brown, but they
vowed to press on. Tsongas and
Brown hoped to blunt Clinton's
momentum next Tuesday in Connecticut and turn the race around
when New York votes April 7.
Democratic Party chairman
Ronald H. Brown said on CBS that
it was "much too early to declare
the race over." But if Clinton wins
in New York, the chairman indicated it would be time to think
about "rallying around our eventual nominee."

His Republican counterpart, tried
to quiet the acrimony generated by
the Buchanan challenge to the
incumbent president.
"We've never looked at Pat
Buchanan as the enemy," said
Rich Bond, whom Buchanan
wanted fired. "Pat seems to be
standing down," he told ABC.
In this race for the delegates who
will choose the nominees at the
conventions next summer, the totals gave Bush and Clinton formidable leads. The latest Associated
Press count put Bush within 400 of
the number needed. Clinton has
amassed 44 percent of what it takes
to capture the Democratic
nomination.
Bush captured all 151 at stake
Tuesday and his total now is 711.
Buchanan has 46. In the Democratic race, Clinton's total climbed to
944.25, while Tsongas had 432.25
and Brown 130.25.

Man on the street

INDEX
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TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
SS..
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.
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share of PADMUR. The center was for the expansion of the hospital as
initially a joint venture by MCCH well as remodeling.
The hospital plans.to build a new
and Westez Baptist to operate a
for the X-ray deprtMent and
lab
in
Western
center
radiation therapy
new out-patient surgery
build
Kentucky.
cost of the project iN
The
center.
a
The sale should be finalized in
few weeks. The purchase of PAD- estimated at S5 million and the
MUR will enable the hospital to hospital plans to finance the project
offer more radiation therapy ser- with a 15 year bond issue.
vices to patients and eventually
In other business the board:
purchase some additional '
Reported that the medical arts
equipment.
building addition is complete.
The board approved the nominaReported that the laundry was 85
tion of Bill Hewlett of Holland '
d and they could
Medical to the board to replace percent complete
move into the new, facility in April.
John Youngerman, whose term will
*Reported that cardiac rehabilitaexpire on April 1st.
The board voted to solicit bids tion would be moving to the secon the 1992 building project pend- ond floor of the medical office
building.
ing state approval. The project calls

•.t

Which teams will make the NCAA basketballfinalfour?

1
601,11■No
6

,11W‘
DAVID STROUP
"First off Dukes going back. Kentucky doesn't have a chance
against Duke. I think Arkansas Is
going to go. I would say. UCLA
and I like Ohio State. I think Arkansas will win."

SUZIE PERRY
"Murray State of course! I like
Alabama, and Duke I've heard of
so I'll go with them. Actually, Alabama will be first I bet you!"

DAN OALCHRIST

VANESSA GRAY

"Duke, Ohio State, Kansas, and
UCLA. Duke was playing pretty
tough. I'd probably say it will
come down to Duke and Ohio
State."

"Arkansas, Alabama, Duke, and
Indiana. I think it's gonna come
down to Arkansas and Duke in the
final game. Hinnunm, I'm gonna
go with Duke to win it all."

Buchanan aides said he planned
to scale back his teetenng campaign to a one-state protest in California. "Geography and time were
not on our side." Buchanan
conceded.
Bush vowed to stay put and
looked beyond Buchanan's challenge after running his primary
record to 16-0.
Tsongas, the former Massachusetts senator, called Connecticut
a "must-win state" and conceded
he needs a strong of victories to
remain in the race. In an interview
on NBC, Tsongas refused to bc
drawn into a personal attack on
Clinton.
Former California Governor
Brown was less reserved. Buoyed
by his second-place finish in
Michigan, Brown linked Climon to
the political establishment.
''They raised their pay. they can
bounce their checks," he sad,

•

Bingo bill passes
House committee
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Another legislative effort to regulate bingo games passed a
House committee on Thesday.
Several initiatives to get charitable gaming under control —
and try to make it legal — are
working the legislative halls.
House Bill 831, sponsored by
Rep. Bill Donnermeyer, DBellevue, attempts to ensure that
bingo games are operated by
real charities.
The bill limits prizes to $3,000 per session, requires the
organizations operating bingo
games to have Internal Revenue
Service designation as a charity
and limits the number of games
that can be conducted to twice a
week for each charity and one
related organization.
The bill was approved by the
Business Organizations and Professions Committee.
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Regents pass pay cuts...
t'ont'd from page 1)
fee of the Shield yearbook from
S20 to $22 to offset Kentucky sales
tax of 6 percent which must be
paid on the book's purchase.
Other fees increased include
changing the bowling class activity
fee from $20 to $25 and increasing
pool table use from two to four
cents per minute. A fee of $25 for
banquet room rental was also
approved as well as a 12 percent
increase in housing rates for both
spring and summer semesters as

well as summer sessions. Food set
vice prices were increased in varying amounts, depending on the
plans purchased by students.
Regents failed to give approval
to a motion which would give
MSU's football program $300,000
less in support than last year. The
1991-92 operating budget for the
Department of Athletics was
$3,050,000. In 1992-91 this figure
will change to $2.8 million.
"I am recommending spending
be reduced about 10 percent. If we

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your l'omenience

go beyond that, we jeopardize our
status as a Division I school and
OVC and NCAA membership,'
said Don Kassing, vice-president
for university relations and administrative services.
The board gave MSU President
Dr.•Ronald J. Kurth the authority to
use his judgement in deciding how
the remaining money can be
obtained.
The recommendations presented
to the board were formulated by
the board's finance and audit com-

Local News Roundup
mittee which held a meeting in
Lexington during the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament last week.
After hearing a presentation
from David Sharp. president of the
MSU Rodeo Club, regents advised
club members to meet with insurance agents to try and cover the
risk to the satisfaction of university
officials.
A large crowd of rodeo supporters were at the meeting to address
the proposal to eliminate rodeo by
the fall 1992 semester.

largest teacher union.
The KEA had promoted the idea
of delaying testing as a way to save
FRANKFORT. Ky. - The ends money. But Boysen was bitterly
have been grasped for a philosophi- critical of the delay and said it
cal and political tug of war over would betray public confidence in
the touchy educational topic of stu- education reform.
The money is not especially sigdent testing and assessment.
The Senate Appropriations and nificant - about $2 million in
Revenue Committee on Tuesday 1993 and $3.5 million in 1994. But
weighed in with Education Com- assessment of how students are
missioner Thomas Boysen and doing is at the heart of the educaGov. Brereton Jones on the side of tion reform debate.
Teachers fear test results could
testing beginning next year.
The House has already passed a' he used to determine their pay
budget that moves the start of the scales or performance.
"If we delay it, we'll have that
assessment program to 1994. The
delay was sought by the Kentucky same debate in 1994," said Sen.
Education Association, the state's Mike Moloney, D-Lexington.
Assoclatisd Press Writer
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Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

GA A5e

Shell

TodayS Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college. I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
.A.nievernent of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
Co:lege Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
I.arry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
,1 Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
W.,l,arns, President of Life University.

Signs dispTaying the advertising
logo of gas stations, restaurants and
hotels would be allowed on state
parkways under a bill approved
Tuesday in a marathon session in
the state House.
The General Assembly allowed
logo signs along interstate highways six years ago, but a thenexisting federal law prohibited the
signs on parkways. That federal
prohibition is no longer in effect.
In the three-hour session, the
House also approved a resolution
calling for a study on the need for
uniform school starting dates each
fall. The tourism industry has often
said that starting classes after
Labor Day would help extend the

FRANKFORT - The Region I
socational education office in
Paducah would be merged widi two
other regional offices under a
budget plan to be considered today
by the Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, according to
reports.
Bill Hutson, secretary of the
Workforce Development Cabinet,

305-A S. 12th St.
Next tu

Dumplia's)

753-0959

715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

_J
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a Headaches
]
Arthritis
j Bursitis
3 Hip Pain

tourist season in Kentucky.
The House also passed a pair of
bills aimed at tracking sex offenders. One would require convicted
rapists and other felony sex offendens to register with the county
sheriff upon release from jail or
prison. The other would require
testing and recording of an offender's DNA.
Two studies proposed by Rep.
Richard Lewis of Benton also were
approved. One involves a study on
alternative uses of .prison farm
properties, the other involves training and salaries of prison guards.
Also approved was HB750,
which would forbid seventh- and
eighth-graders to participate in

high school varsity football, soccer
or wrestling; HB731, which would
create a special license plate for
Masons; 1-1B905, to raise the
motorcycle registration fee to $9
per year from $5 and the sidecar
fee to S7 from $3; 11B602, to raise
from $10 to S17.50 the amount
people sentenced to jail for a traffic
misdemeanor can be ordered to pay
for their daily upkeep; and HB365,
which would give volunteer fire
departments more money from a
training fund built upon an insurance premium surcharge. The allocation for a qualifying fire department, now $4,000 a year, would be
$5,000 next fiscal year and $6,000
the following year.

said eight of the 14 regional offices
would be eliminated because lawmakers have mandated that administrative and operating expenses for
regional centers be cut in half.
The savings would be used to
improve salaries of vocational education teachers.
Hutson said that to meet the
mandate, he's proposed that reg-

ional offices in Paducah, Madisonville and Owensboro be merged
into one.
The regional center in Paducah
provides administrative support such as for personnel and purchasing - to state-operated secondary
vocational schools in Paducah, Fulton, Mayfield and Murray, and
West Kentucky Tech in Paducah.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - people whose unemployment beneKentucky's highest unemployment fits have been exhausted or "disrate for January was 22.9 percent couraged workers" who have not
in Carter County, the state looked for a job in four weeks.
reported.
The second-highest rate was 21.4
Oldham County had the lowest
percent
in Magoffin County, folofficial rate, 3.7 percent, the
Cabinet for Human Resources said lowed by Elliott County, 19.7;
Tuesday in its monthly report of Morgan County, 17.7; Wolfe County, 16.9; Livingston County, 16.7;
labor trends.
Rates rose from December to Breathitt County, 16.5; Ohio County, 16.3, and McLean and MuhlenJanuary in 107 of the state's 120
berg counties, 16.2 each.
counties. The report cited the
The second-lowest rate was
national recession, coupled with
•
percent in Fayette County. Then
predictable mid-winter layoffs.
Sixty-three counties had double- came Woodford County, 4.7; Sheldigit rates, compared with 43 the by and Calloway counties, 5.2; Jesmonth before and 45 in January samine County, 5.4; Franklin
County, 5.6; Bourbon County, 5.8;
1991.
The report contained the state's Trimble County, 6.0, and Bullitt
official rates. They do not reflect and Taylor counties, 6.3.

247-8537

his is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
•
didn t know that chiropractors go to such great
.,:ths to continue their education and provide you with
latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
. see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
i hd you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
chiropractors are:
Back Pain
Neck Pain
Stiffness
Numbness

some more money to local school
districts for vocational programs.
Jones had cut some $7 million
from districts who have children
that attend vocational school. But
he reversed himself and the Senate
panel returned about $4 million
each year.
Moloney had some advice for
local school officials who complain
about state funding.
"If they start bellyaching about
the first of January next year, then
I suggest they get Mylanta," Moloney said.
Overall, there were few significant changes made by the Senate
committee from the budget already
passed by the House.

Calloway still among state's
lowest in county unemployment

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO

,A.rtriltionally, I devote three days every month attending a
!,-it:orl-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago.

_I

In order to make up the differences, the Senate committee put
together a tentative budget that
adopts most of the Jones budget
plan on other education initiatives.
Extended school services, which
received an additional $15 million
from the House, were trimmed
back in the Senate. Much of the
money goes to summer school
programs, which teachers like
because it offers opportunities for
year-round employment.
At Moloney's urging, the budget
will also require local school districts to specify how they will
operate extended programs and
who is served.
The Senate committee returned

Senate to discuss merging vocational educational offices

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?

-J

To report local news: 753-1916

House bill will allow logo signs on parkways

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Pi991Y wiggly
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Four firefighters and one engine responded to a grass fire at 916 N. 18th St.
at 9:36 a.m. Tuesday. A booster line was used to extinguish the fire.

Recommendations set up battle over education

p
UPS Pick-Up
m.1.-

FIREFIGHTERS RESPOND TO GRASS FIRE

\M$ Oilers

By MARK R. CHELLGREN

Monda

MAN FLEES FROM TROOPER ON FOOT

Kentucky State Police arrested a Mayfield man Tuesday night after he
attempted to avoid a road check. Gary D. Cope, 21, Rt. 4, Mayfield, broke
away and ran from Trooper Clint Davis after he was arrested for DUI at
10:15 p.m. one-half mile north of Folsomdale on Ky. 1241. After a five
minute foot per suit, Cop* was apprehended and charged with third offense
DUI, driving on an operator's license suspended for DUI, resisting arrest,
escape in the third degree and giving a peace officer a false name. Cope
was lodged in the Graves District Jail.

J Painful Joints
J Shoulder Pain
J Arm/Leg Pain
3 Cold Hands/Feet

coo* SAVE $2.00-1
55 PORTRAITS
*ti

I 0 introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
r-cpt my special offer:
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

WITH THIS COUPON I

FREE

FREE

Including
24 Billfolds
NEW

This examination normaliy costa $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER:Our office policy protects you:"The patient and
any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse
to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment for any
other services,examination or treatment which is performed as
a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free service examination or treatment".
75111-111.
Dr. Banals Is. Ileekett
Cadrepreetw
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
to
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304
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'Living will' bill defeated in House

CABINET BOUNCERS PUT END TO JOKES
WASHINGTON - President Bush, no longer joking about the House
rubber-check scandal, is standing by three Cabinet members caught up in
the affair but says its up to the American people to sort out the wrongdoers
from innocent victims. The back-to-back-to-back confessions Tuesday by
Bush's defense, agriculture and labor secretaries let some air out of the
political balloon for House Republicans who have relished watching Democrats squirm as the major abusers of privilege at the shoddily run, in-house
bank. A dour Defense Secretary Dick Cheney was the first Bush appointee
to confess Tuesday - he had bounced as many as 25 checks. Agriculture
Secretary Edward Madigan owned up to 49 overdrawn checks - including
one for $8,618 - and Labor Secretary lAirin Martin found 16 in her closet.
Cheney served in the House from Wyoming; Madigan and Martin represented Illinois districts.

ISRAEL'S HOPES FOR LOAN DASHED
WASHINGTON- Israel's hopes for $10 billion in U.S. loan guarantees to
help resettle Soviet Jews were dashed by an impasse between the White
House and Congress over Jerusalem's settlement policies, congressional
and administration officials said. Neither side was willing to say publicly that
the guarantees were dead, fearing political blame. But privately, both administration and congressional officials said it was beyond hope. Israel has
sought the guarantees to help pay for housing, roads, job training and other
services for the 400,000 Jewish emigres flowing to their country from the
former Soviet Union and Ethiopia. President Bush had held out for a formula
that would provide just $300 million upfront and require Israel to freeze all
settlement construction on land the Jewish state has occupied since the
1967 Arab-Israeli war.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Rep.
Ernesto Scorsone said he wanted a
simple way for people to express
their final medical wishes - a legal instrument they wouldn't need a
lawyer for.
But the House handed Scorsone
a stunning defeat Tuesday, voting
down his bill to mesh Kentucky's
laws on living wills and health-care
surrogates.
There is no provision in either
law for families, in the absence of
a patient's written instructions or
surrogate power of attorney, to
decide whether life supports should

THEY'VE GOT AN ANSWER FOR EVERYTHING
of a problem and you'll probably find an answer in
the tax bill making its way through Congress. It may not be the complete
answer - perhaps not even the right one. But a glance through the lengthy
House and Senate versions of the bill shows lawmakers have more things
on their minds than just a middle-income tax cut or using the tax law to
boost the economy. Trade policy? Turn 327 pages into the Senate bill and
you'll find a provision redesignating imported four-door, multipurpose vehicles - such as a Range Rover or Toyota Previa - as trucks. The effect is
to increase the tariffs on those vehicles by 1,000 percent - and to mollify
Sen. Donald Riegle, D-Mich., and the auto workers in his home state.

be ended for someone permanently
unconscious, said Scorsone, DLexington.
His House Bill 456 would have
required a majority of the patient's
adult children to make the decision
in applicable cases.
In what Scorsone conceded was
a damaging attack, Democratic
Rep. Albert Jones of Paducah questioned whether the Ceneral
Assembly should impose a "democratic process" for life-and -death
decisions.
The vote was 59-37 against the
bill, which would have amended

Bill would make
editorial writers
sign their names

FINANCIAL AID 'NOT A PRETTY PICTURE'
BOSTON - Dawn Russo thumbed through college catalogs one recent
evening after work, eagerly planning for a graduate degree in education.
Her enthusiasm waned when she considered the cost. "I'll have to do it all
on loans," said Russo, 25, who already owes about $20,000 for her undergraduate tuition, room and board. "I've given up on getting any" other kind
of aid. Sharp increases in borrowing worry educators, not to mention students and parents having trouble making payments during a recession. Student loan defaults in some areas have doubled in the last year, while appeals for delays have nearly quadrupled. "It is not a pretty jpicture," said A.
Dallas Martin Jr., president of the National Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators, which scheduled the last of a series of regional hearings
on the issue in Boston today.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Newspaper editorials would have
to carry the name of the writer
under a bill approved Tuesday by
the House Business Organizations
and Professions Committee.
Rep. Bill Donnermeyer, DBellevue, said people who write
letters to newspapers ordinarily
have to identify themselves and
requiring the same of newspapers
was only fair.

Monday, March 23, 1992,
from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher
TED DELANEY

Summer Day Fair is an enrichment program sponsored
by the Murray Independent School District. The program
will begin on Tuesday, May 26, 1992, and will end on
Friday, August 7, 1992. It will be open each day, Monday
through Friday from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. for children
who have completed grades K-4.

General Manager

ALICE ROUSE

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa -

Business Manager

President F.W. de Klerk was headed
today for a decisive victory, winning broad support from white voters for
ending centuries of racial domination and sharing power with the black
majority. With results from Tuesday's whites-only referendum in from 10 of
15 election districts, de Klerk had 69 percent of the vote. He won all but one
of the reporting districts, including four traditionally pro-apartheid districts.
De Klerk had staked his political future on the vote, which followed a passionately contested three-week political battle. The president, who has abolished major apartheid laws, needs a victory to push ahead with his last and
most important reform - a new constitution extending full political rights to
the 30 million-member black majority. Any attempt to reimpose apartheid
would be resisted by the black majority, plunging the country into political
chaos. "White voters have faced up to reality," said Ken Anderson, a lawmaker of the liberal Democratic Party, which backed de Klerk's ruling
National Party.

NOT LIVING SO HAPPILY EVER AFTER

reports said today that Prince Andrew and the Duchess
of York, the former Sarah Ferguson, are preparing to announce their separation after five years of marriage. Buckingham Palace refused to comment
and Maj. Ronald Ferguson, the father of the duchess, said: "I do not make
any comment on my daughter's private matters." The London newspaper
the Daily Mail said news media discussion about the friendship between the
duchess, dubbed "Fergie" by the tabloids, and wealthy Texan oilman Steve
Wyatt had brought matters to a head.

. LONDON - News

BOMB DESTROYS ISRAELI EMBASSY

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina - Survivors cried out feebly early today as
rescuers worked feverishly to find them in the rubble of the Israeli Embassy,
which a suspected terrorist bomb reduced to a pile of concrete chunks.
Seven bodies were recovered after the Tuesday afternoon blast and authorities said about 30 people were believed still under the wreckage of the fourstory building, dead or trapped. One Israeli was among those confirmed
killed and five embassy workers, including diplomats, were among the missing. President Carlos Menem blamed the bombing, which the Interior Ministry said injured 135 people, on terrorists. He said he had asked the CIA
and Israel's Mossad to assist in the investigation.

Jones may impose moratorium
on new health-care facilities
health-care facilities by requiring
certificates of need. Bailey said
certificates have been issued for
new construction and equipment
worth $163 million in the past
year.
Because the state has such a
stake in health-care costs through
Medicaid and other programs, Bailey said the additional facilities will
end up costing the state $85
million.
Sen. Bill Quinlan, D-Louisville,
turned that argument around andsaid the health-care system should
not be tinkered with while the
study is under way.

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODYS PRICE

MARY ANN ORR
Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM
Circulation Manager

DANIEL T. PARKER
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KAREN COVERT

Registration is limited and will be on a "first come,
first serve" basis.
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The Murray Ledger & Times IS published
every afternoon except Sundays, July A,
Thanksgiving Day, Chrisunas Day and New
Year's Day by Murray Newspapers Inc., 1001
Whitnell Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
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served by carriers: $5.00 per mooth, maple in
advance. By mail in Calloway Co. and to Beatoe, Hardin. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington,
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A&A Auto &
Van Rental
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
& Vans
•Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
•East Main St.
753-4461
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ortLOPRING SPECIALS
veniPz,ff 1F4 7‘ SeEzettmi
JUNIOR, MISSES & HALFSIZE

JUNIOR & MISSES
SPRING JOGGING SUITS

SPRING DRESSES
REG.49.99 TO 95.99
OUR LOW PRICE -35.99 TO 69.99

REG. TO 69.99
Assortment of great spring colors.

20% OFF - 28.79 TO 55.99

-41/81-

nated as the decision maker.
There is no procedure for any
other family decision making in
either law, Scorsone said in an
interview.
Scorsone said his bill would
have simplified the process for living wills or surrogate powers of
attorney.
Federal law requires people
entering a hospital, nursing home
or other health-care facility to be
told of such legal options. The
question is whether the state wants
to simplify the task or complicate
it, Scorsone said.

Murray Independent School District
Robertson Center

IsiVirray Ledger & Times

SOUTH AFRICA 'FACES UP TO REALITY'

the living-will law Scorsone got
enacted two years ago. Opponents
said that had been a step toward
legalized mercy killing.
"Once you crack the door, you
continue to come back and pass
legislation to swing the door
open," said Rep. Louis Johnson,
D-Owensboro.
Living wills allow people to specify that they wish to do without
artificial life supports in case of
catastrophic accident or illness.
Kentucky law also allows the use
of a surrogate power of attorney, in
which another person can be desig-

SUMMER DAY FAIR
REGISTRATION

WASHINGTON- Think

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Brereton Jones may step in to
do what the Senate refused impose a moratorium on new medical facilities.
The Senate fell one vote short
Tuesday of passing a bill that
would have required a moratorium
until a special session on health
care expected later this year.
Jones has created a pair of special study groups on health care.
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, DHindman, said his Senate Bill 283
would settle the waters while the
study is under way.
The state controls the growth of
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JUNIOR & MISSES

JEANS & DENIM SHORTS
REG. TO 34.99
BASIC & FASHION STYLES.

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL

20%°FF'37.9919.99

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

CASH DISCOUNTS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SAME DAY DELIVERY
NO WAITING FOR CALL BACK

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS

JUNIOR & MISSES
KNIT LEGGINGS

CLASSIC
TEE SHIRTS

REG. 12.99
Assortment of great spring colors.

REG.9.99
Assortment of great spring colors.

CANVAS TENNIS SHOES
REG.6.99
WHITE, BLACK.SAGE & PURPLE.

'9.99 6.00 $4.00

Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

Central Shopping Center - Murray Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991
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Clinton vs. Bush

Miierray Ledger & Times
DANIEL T. PARKER
WALTER L. APPERSON
Managing Eau:
t'ublisher
TED DELANEY
General Manager

Barring some disastrous event, it
will be George Bush against Bill
A CONSERVATIVE VIEW
Clinton in November. The outcome
will turn on the vote in California.
When the time comes, be prepared
to stay up all night.
I write on the eve of Super TuesJames Kilpatrick
day, but I venture these confident
Syndicated columnist
predictions anyhow. Clinton will
have won a great bundle of Democratic delegates — enough for him
also — one of Brown's problems.
to sound the trainman's cry of "all almost certain nominee? His
His big problem is an image that
lie
weak.
is
aboard." The race isn't over till it's remaining opposition
won't go away. It is the image of
sustain
to
takes
it
money
the
has
over, but it's all but over now.
Brown, the California snowflake,
Bob Kerrey and Tom Harkin his campaign. As his momentum
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electable
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What makes Bill Clinton the
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Perspective on Politics

Eager to focus on fall, Clinton
still has nomination to lock up
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — President Bush and Democratic front-runner Bill
Clinton are anxious to focus on the November general election and put an
end to a divisive primary season. But Clinton still has a long way to go.
For Bush, things are looking up after a winter of Republican discontent.
He emerged from Tuesday's primaries in Michigan and Illinois with a
16-0 win record, the GOP nomination essentially in his pocket and a
pledge from the camp of challenger Patrick Buchanan to suspend all antiBun television ads.
Fir:hermore, a spate of government reports Tuesday provided further
promise that the long-stagnant economy finally may be on the mend.
On the Democratic side, Clinton also swept the two Midwestern industrial states on the heels of major Super Tuesday victories.
Barring any surprises. Bush and Clinton will be their respective party
standard bearers in the November general election.
B.: surprises are always possible — and often the norm — in the political process. And while it seems unlikely that Bush needs to fret much
longer about Buchanan's insurgency. Clinton still has some key hurdles to

prides itself on its military heritage; the state has a large population of fundamentalist Protestants.
Clinton won 63 percent.
Momentum isn't everything in a
presidential campaign. Other facators count heavily — a candidate's
personality, his TV commercials,
his wit and composure in debates,
the vague impression of his stand
on the big issues — but momentum
is a powerful locomotive. Clinton's
people will be spreading the word
that the train is leaving the station.
Were you for Bill before Super
Tuesday? Get aboard' or get left?

ELsh. Bush. Bush," was the response given by Clinton deputy campain manager George Stephanopeulos when asked where Clinton wanted
in upcoming primaries in Connecticut, Kansas. Wisconsin and
Nc., York.
I. :::.ht have been wishful thinking. Clinton still needs to vanquish his
1):::nocratic foes before he can turn his full attention to Bush and the
election.
think we always make a mistake" in putting t(x) much importance
most recent set of primaries, said veteran Democratic pollster Peter
0;,
Hart
‘‘::L.' Clinton now appears to be the odds-on favorite to go all the way.
Har: said. "I think yeu really have to go through the Eastern triad —
Coi.n,:t:hcat. New York and Pennsylvania —to know if there's going to
a hange in rhythm."
-In 1980, Jimmy Carter ran through Ted Kennedy in Illinois i:ke a hot
knife through soft butter. Then, all of a sudden it turned around." Hart
The Bush campaign might have responded "Clinton, Clinton, Clinton"
when asked about the new focus of the campaign. because the Arkansas
go‘ernor now is looming as Bush's likely opponent.
-We have to turn our sights on the general election." said Bush campaign political director Mary Matalin.
B:,:t since Clinton has yet to be nominated by his party. Bush will have
t- hold his specific fire and keep campaigning against generic Democrats
- - and those that control Congress.
In fact, just as Bush strategists hoped, the president all hut wrapped up
Le nomination just three days before the artificial March 20 "deadline"
he gave Congress to act on his economic stimulus program.
Aides said they expect Bush to make a lot of speeches about the economy and the Democratic-led Congress in the •days ahead.
Chnton's formidable lead did not stop former California Gov. Jerry
Brown and former Massachusetts Sen. Paul Tsongas from pledging to
fight on.
1songas, already in Hartford, Conn., campaigning for next Tuesday's
primary, said that if losing builds character, he has enough now and "we
have to start winning for a change."
Brown told supporters in Madison, Wis., that he was determined to represent the unrepresented and "to work real change. However long it takes
and that's my commitment."
0‘er the past few days, the Democratic campaign turned increasingly
bitter as both Brown and Tsongas sought to raise doubts about Clinton's
ability to win in November.
On the Republican side. both Bush and Buchanan lobbed one attack ad
after another at each other.
In the air battle for Michigan, the Bush camp aired a commercial blasting Buchanan for owning a Mercedes Benz while preaching "America
First." Buchanan campaigners fought back with an ad accusing top Bush
campaign advisers of being "foreign agents" in lobbying for other
countries.
But there's been a cease-fire in that war.
As Buchanan was vowing to "keep on rolling" with his conservative
banner through the June 2 California primary, his sister and campaign
manager, Angela Bay Buchanan, was extending an olive branch.
"It is clear that the nominee of the party is going to be George Bush,"
she said.
She said her brother eventually "is going to endorse Ge(gge Bush and
he is going to support him and want him to do well."
There will be a "change in focus" and an end to all the anti-Bush ads,
she said.

orld Editorial Roundup
March 5; Dagen: Nyheter, Stockholm, Sweden, on the U.S. presidential
campaign:
George Bush and Bill Clinton are both one step closer to nomination.
But while the challenger's camp must feel- relief after its first victory,
entirely different sighs arc heard from the circles around a more and more
insecure president.
(Patrick) Buchanan has started to make Bush look weak and
nonplussed. By laming the party's expected candidate for this fall's showdown with the Democrats,(Buchanan) is about to make himself leader of
the Republicans' conservative wing. The 1996 election already casts its
shadow over the party.
,

Just drop us a line...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to expreSs their
opinion3 on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the fol-

lowing guidelines: Al letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's addrtal and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published.) The Murray Ledgrr & Imes reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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Nothing much remains to be said
on the Republican side. Wherever
Bush is pitted against Patrick
Buchanan, it will be Bush 65,
Buchanan 35 — there or thereabouts. Pat's second-place showing
leaves him like the disappointed
woman in the Patsy Cline ballad.
The woman kept the pictures while
her rival got her man. Patrick has
the protest, George has the vote.
The rules of punditry require that
every pundit hedge his predictions.
One more "Big Neg," meaning
negative, could wreck the Clinton
candidacy as swiftly as it has risen.
A "Stop Clinton!" move may be
confidently expected. The momentum that has been flowing against
Bush could bring him to defeat in
the electoral college in November.
It's now Bush's race to lose, Clinton's to win.

OR WAS
THAT
RRR6.7
r THINK
MEANT TO

SAY eKRG

Ease up, all you Buchanan backers
Hugh W. Park has an emotion&
problem that is shared by hundreds
of thousands, maybe millions, of
Americans.
Mr. Park, who lives in Fort
Myers. Fla., is an admirer of Pat
Buchanan. And like most of
Buchanan's supporters. he's really
mad.
To begin with, he is mad at me
because I don't share his enthusiasm for Buchanan.
As he wrote: "You go after
Buchanan with hammer and tongs.
Your dogma tells you when to
attack. And why him?"
(By "him," Mr. Park meant
Buchanan, not my dogma. I don't
even have a dogma. since my wife
prefers a catma. And even if I had
a dogma. I wouldn't wait for the
dogma to tell me when to go after
Buchanan; I do it whenever I am in
a lighthearted mood.)
"Because," Mr. Park says
answering his own question, "if all
of the left wing nuts lose, you
don't want Buchanan sneaking into
office."
Besides me, he's mad at the
following:
Liberals. "They are always predictable, like members of a huge
church who have a set of dogma
that everyone memorizes and never
for the rest of his life deviates
from. The New York Times is the
bible. They never have squabbles
among themselves as do people
who really think."
President Bush. "You have
known how rotten Bush has been
as president since the day he was
elected, no, nominated. Bush is as
liberal as the next bozo. He's so
spineless that he can be made to
assume the liberal position almost

as hell and won't take it anymore.
on demand."
I'm not sure why they should be
Mario Cuomo. "What a joke!
the maddest. They aren't the poorWhat is this magic essence the man
est or most deprived members of
exudes that makes him the Soloour society. If anything, they are
mon of Albany, the King of the
Liberals. the Savior of the Coun- mad at the poor and deprived for
being a nuisance and being shown
try? All he's done so far is trash
on TV more than they are.
New York."
And their hero isn't poor. He's
Phil Donahue. "I see that
Donahue had Mario Cuomo on his made a small fortune, leaping back
show. Why? I recall watching him and forth between journalism and
bow and scrape and genuflect one politics, giving speeches for
before as if Cuomo were the Sec- $10,000 a blather.
Some are mad because Buchanan
ond Coming. He should stop making a fool of himself on his own says their country has been taken
away from them and he wants it
show."
And many others. But Mr. Park's back. It isn't clear who the
spleen is far too swollen to vent on country-snatchers are, although the
Japanese and Mexican borderthis page.
There's nothing wrong with his hoppers seem to be his prime susbeing so mad. Most Americans are pects. However, the Japanese are
mad about something these days, now taking a terrible beating on
the pollsters say. Even those who some of their American investhave regular paychecks, cat regu- ments. and the Mexican illegals are
larly, have roofs over their heads still doing the grunge jobs, so their
and are blessed with the usual crea- plot to seize the nation doesn't
ture comforts. are said to be angry seem to be •succe.eding.
As for liberal candidates, it's not
because they aren't sure what life
will be like the day after tomorrow. clear who they're talking about.
But the maddest of them all Gov. Bill Clinton made his name
seem to be Buchanan's hackers. by being part of the Democratic
which is to be expected. since faction that wants the party to
Buchanan has urged them to be become more conservative. Paul
furious. That's what his campaign Tsongas' knee stopped jerking a
long time ago, and he is selling
is all about. Like the deranged
anchorman in "Network," he wants himself as the pro-business candieveryone to yell that they arc mad date, which no self-respecting
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bleeding heart goo-goo would ever
do.
But I digress. I mentioned that
the angry Mr. Park and others like
them have a serious problem.
What are they going to do in
November?
As Mr. Park and other Buchanan
supporter have made clear: They
loathe Bush. That's what Buchanan's campaign is all about: Bush
bashing.
That's fun. But no matter how
they gnash their teeth and sputter,
Bush is going to be the Republican
candidate. A few more primaries,
and he'll have more than enough
delegates.
So how can they call him a liberal and a wimp and a betrayer of the
great works of Ronald Reagan now
and vote for him in the fall? (I
think it's a bum rap that he betrayed Reagan's legacy. He's been
every bit as nice to the S&L crowd
as Reagan was.)
If they don't like Bush, what are
their options? Clinton, his eyes on
the polls, is leaping into liberal
positions. He'd probably join the
UFO watchers club if it would get
him into the White House. And
Tsongas says he is a social liberal,
which should be enough to make a
Buchanan supporter's eyes twirl
It appears, then, that Buchanan's
boosters will be a faction without a
party or even a candidate. Even
worse, by goring Bush, they could
help a Democrat take the White
House. A Democrat — someone
who will take phone calls from
Jesse Jackson and Ted Kennedy.
And be nice to them.
Sleep on that thought, Mr. Park.
If you can stop staring at the
ceiling.
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Brach's Jelly Bird Eggs
11 oz Spiced or

Bleyer Easter Grass
3-1 2 oz Asst colors

12 oz Regular or E3,a(,k

YOU GET A
GREAT
DEAL AT
PHAR-MOR,
BECAUSE
PHAR-MOR
ONLY BUYS
GREAT
DEALS.
THAT'S
POWER
BUYING®!
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51.89

Geordan Chocolate Covered Eggs

Eureka Easter Cut-Outs

Paas Large Easter Egg
Color Kit

oz Coconut, Peanut Butter.
Chocolate Fudge Nut Fruit R. Nut Nougat
I or Maple Nut Nougat

Asst styles

Win a trip to the Barcelona Summer
Games In The Phar-Mor/Family Circle
Power Shopping Sweepstakes
Details and an entry form
in the April 1 issue of
Family Circle Magazine and
in the Phar-Mor Coupon
Values Guide, available at
front register displays.
No purchase necessary.
Enter from March 10 - April 22, 1992.
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Phar-Mor is the official
supplier of health and
beauty products to the
U.S. Gymnastics Team.

DOUBLE coupoNs EVERY DAY!
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See store for details.

FAMILY
TWIN PACK

No nonsense

'Scotch
gard

Trash Bags

protectOr
for fabric
eppls sP.'
,
con uphokt.
and fat),

Rubbermaid
Bouncer
Activity Bottle

Scotch-gard
Fabric
Protector

28 oz
Asst. colors

13 oz

Peterson
Cashews
Salted or
unsalted
1 lb

No nonsense
Control Top
Panty Hose

Glad Trash Bags

1 pr , Asst shades

24 ct

49

G.E. Soft White
Long Ufe
Light Bulbs
2 pk , 60 75
or 100

watt

Allergy Medicine

Calgon
Bath Oil
Beads

Arolhnu•••.•
•F• re.. el Ow •••••••••••• or
F., Pr..
r
r••••
..•••r•••
••••••••00•• •••••••

15 oz
Asst. types

93

Cover Girl Lipstick

194

Continuous Color or
Luminesse. Asst shades

011111
I0

"The Super"-Coming soon
1992 FoxVideo Inc

Ali FRVitc Hf.spiv,id
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93
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POISON PREVENTION WEEK IS MARCH 15-21

— GARTH BROOKS

"Ropin'
The Wind"

A Tip From Todd McAllister, R Ph Pharmacist
At The Brown Deer. WI, Store

Pop., The Wind

Garth Brooks
CAPITOL NASHVILLE

199
cotter-Moe'
Top 20
Cassettes

Rental
\,/ deo

\111111.111.1.1L

24 c!

22

a9

"..•
11.114
*
111111
.....

Gagette
Sensor
Razor Kit

cIT

BIG MUSIC HIT, LITTLE PRICE

POWER PRICED VIDEO RENTALS
1000s of titles to
choose from including...

24 Coal•d CoPe•is

Bugs Bunny's
Children's
Vitamins
ct

Good Health
Complete
Allergy
Medicine

99

It a poisonous ingestion takes place, follow any
first aid instructions on the product label, then call
your physician or Poison Control Center. Remain
calm and be prepared to give the following
information to emergency personnel
• The victim's age. weight and any existing health
problems
• The substance involved was it swallowed,
inhaled, absorbed through the skin or splashed
into the eyes
• Any first aid given
• If the person has vomited
• Have the product label on hand

Pliar4Aor's
Top 20
CDs

Join Phar-Mor's Video Club Today.

C

And remember,for all your health care needs,
Phar-Mor guarantees that we'll beat any
competitor's prescription price.

0."y avaniable

Phar-Mor reserves the right to limit quantities and correct typographical errors No rain checks

SHOP
PHAR-MOR
IN:

KENTUCKY
.Ashland

• riding*
Next to

41101018
TENNESSEE •Behind
East Towne Mall

Kingston lbwne Shopping Center

Kentucky Oaks Mall

In the Cedar Knoll Cialleria

WEST VIRGINIA
• Parkersburg
ront of the Grami (-

P'Al

Mail

FOR THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU,CALL 1-800-PHAR-NIOR (1-800-742-7667).

•••• •••

• -•% •T, •tot.:"--1.reerr4.-

••••••••

•
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OPEN 7 DAYS -*
AND 6 EVENIIIMI
FOR VOW
CONVENIENCE
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BAKER'S STEW
By Trudy Baker
Few drops red food coloring
When it came to college room1 envelope unflavored gelatin
mates. I guess I was pretty lucky.
Rob's home state was Hawaii,
3 c. whipping cream
1/2 oz. semisweet chocolate
which made her pretty unique in
12 maraschino cherries with
middle Indiana. Not only did she
live in this exotic state, but her her- stems
Drain sour cherries thoroughly
itage was a mix of ChineseHawaiian and she had attended the and cut in half, pour over them 1/4
famed Kamehameha school, which c. kirsch and let stand 4 hours.
demands that students be at least Grease and flour four 9 inch cake
ll'Hawaiian to enroll. To say that pans. melt the unsweetened chocoshe was interesting would be an late (micro for 2 minutes or until
understatement, and living with her can be stirred smooth). Prepare
on a day to day basis was an edu- cake mix following package direccation in itself.
tions, using eggs and water called
Hawaii is really a concentrated for on package. Spoon half of the
mel:ing pot of people and Robyn cake batter into two of the prepared
had been exposed to so many cul- cake pans, smoothing the top.
tures. that she didn't hesitate to Blend melted chocolate into the
experiment with any type of food. remaining half of the batter - and
Without a doubt. many of the spread batter into the two remaindishes Robyn fixed weren't any- ing pans. Bake at 350 for 12-14
thing we would fix again, but it minutes, or until top springs back
when touched lightly. Cool slightwas ver interesting trying them all
out. Several were delicious and ly, then turn out of pans. When
became a permanent part of my cold, cut each layer in half horizonrecipe collection. She was especial- tally, making 8 thin layers.
Drain kirsch from cherries.
ly good in digging up a delicious
sevhave
I
and
the butter until light and
try.
to
Cream
dessert
new
eral that I have saved over the blend in 31/2 c. of the powdered
years that are well worth sharing. sugar, alternating with the kirsch
• • • •
drained from the cherries. Add
enough red food coloring to tint a
Black Forest Cherry Cake
I - 1 lb. can sour pitted chemes pale pink, set aside.
Soften gelatin in 1/4 c. of the
3,4 c. kirsch (cherry brandy)
kirsch, place in microwave and
I oz. unsweetened chocolate
heat 1 minute or until dissolved,
pkg. yellow cake mix
c. butter
cool. Whip cream until thick. Gradually. beat in the liquid gelatin, the
4 c. powdered sugar

remaining 1/4 c. kirsch.. and the
remaining 1/2 c. powdered sugar,
beating until stiff peaks form. Set
aside.
To assemble cake, place 1 (split)
chocolate layer on cake plate, cover with 1/3 of the sour cherries.
Cover cherries with a yellow layer
and cover with a layer of the
whipped cream, 1/3 inch thick.
Repeat process in same order twice
again, omitting the last yellow layer. Cover top and sides of cake
with remaining whipped cream and
garnish with curls of semisweet
chocolate and maraschino cherries.
Chill until ready to serve. Makes
14-16 servings.
• • • •
Karidopita (Greek Nut Cake)
1/2 c. soft butter
1 c. sugar
3 eggs, slightly beaten
1/4 c. milk
2 c. flour (all purpose)
2 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. icinnamon
1/4 tsp. each salt and ground
cloves
2 c. ground (fine) walnuts
Honey syrup
(To grind walnuts fine, use food
processor, or blender)
Cream butter, gradually beat in
sugar. stir in eggs and milk, blend
thoroughly. Sift flour, measure and
sift again with baking powder, cinnamon, salt and cloves. Slowly
blend flour into the creamed mix.
Stir in walnuts and blend well.
Pour into a greased 10 inch tube
pan, bake in a 350 oven for 35
minutes or til cake tests done,
remove from oven, cool in pan, 10
minutes. Remove from pan, prick
the surface with a fork and baste

MONEY SAYING COUPONS ilk the Sunflower Group

SAVE 75c
On one any size
VIDAL SASSOON Shampoo
Conditioning Rinse or Ultra Care
el
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, March 18
ereaters
0
Anonymous/beginners/5:15 p.m.
and regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community Center.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Fidelis Sunday School
Class social/1:30 p.m.; Mid-Week
Bible .Study, RAs, GAs, Actetns
and Mission Friends/7 p.m.

1
74262 50075 117

SAVE 75c
On one any size VIDAL SASSOON
Form & Finish Styting Fix Mousse
Gel Hair Spray Hair Spray Refill
AirSpray or AirSpray Refill

6 5 66

..

Memorial Baptist Church events
include supper/6 p.m.; Sunday
School Workers/6:15 p.m.; prayer
service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

"ae...res

Ii

74262 50075

7

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Food Coop Delivery/8:30
a.m.; Lenten Bible Study/10:30
a.m.; Young-At-Heart/12 noon;
CST Study Group/3 p.m.; K/5
Activity Night/5:15 p.m.; H.S. PSR
Activityr/ p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Long Range Planning and Youth
Club/5 p.m.; Called Charge
Conference/7 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/1:30 p.m.

Add,

several times with honey syrup
until cake is soaked. Makes 12
servings.
Honey syrup: Mix together 1 c.
each sugar and water, bring to a
boil and stir in 2 Tbs. honey. Simmer, stirring occasionally, for 5
minutes. Remove from heat and
allow the syrup to cool before
pouring it over the cake. (Make it
first!)
• • • •
Twice Baked Italian Cookies
2 c. sugar
1 c. butter, melted
4 Tbs. anise seed
1/4 c. anise flavored liqueur
3 Tbs. Bourbon or 2 tsp. vanilla
and 2 Tbs. water
2 c. coarsely chopped almonds
or walnuts
6 eggs
51/2 c. all purpose flour
1 Tbs. baking powder
Mix sugar with butter, anise
seed, liqueur, bourbon, and nuts,
beat in the eggs, sift and measure
flour and sift again with baking
powder into the sugar mix, blend
thoroughly. Cover and chill the
dough for 2-3 hours.
On a lightly floured board, shape
dough with your hands to form flat
loaves about 1/2 inch thick and 2
inches wide, as long as the cookie
sheet. Place no more than 2 loaves
parallel and well apart on each buttered sheet. Bake at 375 for 20
rninues. Remove from oven and let
loaves cool on pans until you can
touch them, cut in diagonal slices
that are about 1/2 to 3/4 inch thick.
Lay slices on cut sides close
together on cookie sheet and return
to oven for 15 minutes more or
until lightly toasted. Cool on wire
racks. Makes 9 dozen.

METAMORPHOSIS
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CORDIALLY INvrrEs You
To A SPECIAL SHOWING OF T}-11-1

.34
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Wednesday, March 18
First Baptist Church event
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Teaching Training/6 p.m.; Library open/
6:15 p.m.; Klaymata and Children's Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Business
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Children, Youth, College
and Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.;
Weekly Workers' meetings/8 p.m.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
First Assembly of God Church
events include prayer meeting/7
p.m.
First Christian Church events
include Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Council on Ministries/1 p.m./South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
Dexter Baptist Church evcnts
include Bible Study/7:30 p.m.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, MARCH 20 AND 21
FEATURING
ANDREA PPISTER • WALTER STE GE'?
ANNE KLEIN • DONNA '<ARAN • D RCSSANA
STUART WEIT7MAN • COLE-HAAN
MARGARET JERROLD • \./1A SP1GA
BRUNO MAGU • AMALFI •SESTO MEUCCI

Thursday, March 19
Self-Help/Support Group of Visually Disabled/7 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Infor/53-1161 or 436-2432.
We are pleased Io announce that Michelle
Lodchart, bride-elect of
Stan Paschall has made
her houseware and tool
selections from our bridal registry.
Michelle and Stan wiN
be married April4, 1992.

204 North 5th Street - Mayfield
247-4543

Homeless Committee/3
p.m/Circuit Courtroom in Miller
Annex.
(Cont'd on page 11A)

Chestnut St.
753-2571
.
got

Murray Today editor
Hazel Woman's Club will have its annual Foreign Dish Dinner on
Thursday, March 19, at 6:30 p.m. at the home of Inez Butterworth. Assisting hostess will be Sandra Gallimore. Linda Bennett will give the devotion. Hilda Bennett, president, urges all members to attend.

CPR Recertiftcation Class March 21
A CPR Recertification Class will be Saturday, March 21, at 1 p.m. in the
educational third floor area of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Ann Ingle
R.N. will be the instructor. For more information and to sign up, call Peggy
Billington at the Red Cross office, 753-1421.

Civitans will meet Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, March 19, at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family Restaurant, Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. Plans for the
Annual Civitan Pancake Day to be Saturday, March 28, from 5 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Rudy's Restaurant. Civitan President Willis Johnson will give a brief
summary of the 75th Anniversary Celebration of Civitan International for this
year.

Lifeguarding Class planned
A Lifeguarding Class will be offered by Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross. Classes will be held at Carr Health Building, Murray
State University. First session will be from April 13 to 20 and second session from April 27 to May 4. Classes will be from 8 to 10 p.m., Monday
through Friday, with Kristi Stuckel and Mike Hudson as instructors. To enroll
call the Red Cross office, 753-1421.

Red Cross classes scheduled
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have an Adult CPR
Class on Monday, March 23; a Standard First Aid Class on Thursday, March
26; and an Infant and Child Class on Monday, March 30. Classes will be
from 6 to 10 p.m. on these nights at Apple Tree Day Care Center with Doris
Burris as instructor. To enroll call Peggy Billington at the Red Cross office,
753-1421.

Legion of Mary CURIA Sunday
The Legion of Mary CURIA will be Sunday. March 22, at 2:30 p.m. at St.
Leo's Catholid Church. All Legionaires and Auxiliary members are
requested to attend the annual prayer service and benediction. Fellowship
and refreshments will follow in the Parish Center. For more information caH
753-2792 or 753-4019.

Country Club events planned
Murray Country Club will have special activities on Thursday, March 19,
and Saturday, March 21. Men's Stag Night will be at 7 p.m. Thursday with
the menu to be pheasant, wild rice, green beans, new potatoes and roll. The
cost of the meal will be $7 per person. A Spring Dance featuring a live band
is scheduled at 9 p.m. Saturday. A cover charge of $5 per person will be
made. For reservations for both of these events, call 753-6113.

Fair Queen Committee will meet
Woman's Club will meet Thursday. March 19, at 12 noon at Calloway County Public Library. Department Chairmen and their Fair Queen Chairmen, as

well as members of the 1991 Committee, are requested to be present,
according to Gerry Reed, club president.

March Membership Month
March is Membership Month for the Humane Society of Calloway County.
It is time for old members to renew and to welcome new members. Volunteers are also urgently needed now more than ever, according to Terry J.
Shertzer, membership chairman. For further information call 436-5400 or
write P.O. Box 764, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Special evening on March 19
A Research Evening will be Thursday, March 19, at 5:30 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant, Murray. This will be sponsored by Sigma Theta Tau, Delta
Epsilon Chapter, Murray State University. Presenters will be Dr. Betty Powell on 'Maternal Identity: Satisfaction and Employment Among First Time
Mothers;* and Dr. Nancey France on 'A Phenomenological Inquiry of the
Child's Perception of the Human Energy Field Using Therapeutic Touch.'

Dance held each Saturday
A dance, open to the public, is held each Saturday from 7 to 10:30 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the World Camp Lodge on U.S. Highway 641 North. No
drugs or alcohol are allowed at his non-Woodmen event. Interested persons
are invited to attend.

Choral Union rehearsing
If you have experience singing in a choir, there is a place for you in the
Murray State University Choral Union. The choir rehearses every Monday
from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 241 (Choir Room) of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University. No audition is required, but previous singing experience is desired. This semester the choir is working one one of the
great 20th century works by Carl Ortf entitled 'Carmina Burana.* The Choral
Union will be combining with the University Chorale, the Concert Choir and
the Murray State University Orchestra for a performance of this work on
Saturday, April 11, in Lovett Auditorium, MSU.

Class looking for two members
The 1942 graduating class of Murray Training School is planning its
50-year reunion this year. The address of two of the members is unknown.
They are Earls McClure and Ruth Rhino% Any one knowing the address or
location of these two members is asked to contact John B. Cavitt, phone
753-2942.

Murray
Home & Auto
•

Jo Burkeen

An organizational meeting of the Fair Queen Committee of the Murray

First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK/5 p.m. and session
meeting,/7:30 p.m.

National Scouting Museum
open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

OF CHICAGO
SHOE COLLEC1 ION

JO'S DATEBOOK

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans
24-How Program Information
(502) 753.3314

;,
ib-49
.011so'

W.A.T.C.H. (Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped) needs
aluminum cans for an ongoing work activity. Anyone wishing to donate cans
may bring them by the center at 702 Main St., Murray, from Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.; or call 759-1965 for pick up.

SIDEWALK FURNITURE SALE

Philimports'

5C)0/0

And More
Save
On Overstocked Wicker and
Rattan Furniture Now On Our

SIDEWALKS

INSIDE

The Place To Discover

•University Plain]

I• •

50%

Save At least
ALSO
On Lots of Settees, Chairs,
Tables, Trunks And Lots More

n Cnr tnuf Strent•

•
•
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Ward honored by Need Line for 18 years of service
Boston, former president of Need
Ruth Daughaday from the
Line;
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Department of Social Services;
It was "Euple Ward Night" Mon- Gloria Hargrove Peck of Kenlake
day at the Calloway County Public State Park; Ronnie England of local National Guard Unit; and MarLibrary.
vin Harris, Theron Riley, Stanford
Ward was honored by the
Andrus and John Dale, former
Need
County
Murray-Calloway
Line Association for her past 18 Need Line Board members.
Dick Hoffman, Need Line presiyears of service to Need Line. She
has been given the title of dent, also paid tribute to Ward for
emeritus-director and will continue her many years of service and for
her continued service with Need
LO work two days a week LS case
worker at the Need Line office Line.
Need Line opened its office in
with Kathie Gentry, director, and
former Mason Building on
the
worker.
case
Carolyn Outland,
Fifth Street on March 4,
North
Dr. David Roos, a member of the
primary function in the
The
1974.
Need Line Board, when it was
beginning was to serve as an inforstarted March 4, 1974, and still a
mation, screening and referral
member, presented Mrs. Ward with
agency.
Board.
the
a plaque from
In 1978, Need Line started proMurray Mayor Bill Cherry presented a key to the city to Mrs. viding some assistance on an
Ward. A Captain of Kentucky Lake emergency basis because of obvious need. In 1980 church support
certificate was given Mrs. Ward
from County Judge/Executive started on a regular basis with one
percent of the church budget being
George Weaks by Dr. Roos in the
absence of Weaks who had to ear marked for Need Line.
The Calloway County Fiscal
attend a special out-of-town
Court began to channel their funds
meeting.
for the needy through Need Line in
Other speakers giving tributes to
1981-82.
Ward were Dr. Julie Lovins, first
Fire destroyed the Need Line
professional consultant for Need
and the building in October
office
was
who
Boston
Rev.
Fil
Line; the
1983. The night of the fire, Ward
in on the early organization and
also speaking for his wife, Betty 4With Need Line board members
By JO BURKEEN

.

Euple Ward, center, was presented with a plaque for her 11 years of
service to the Murray-Calloway County Need Line Association at a
special program on Monday. Pictured at right, making the presentation, is Dr. David Roos. At left is Joe Pat Ward, husband of Euple
who has supported her in the work of Need Line.
January of 1991. Also in 1991
Need Line became an agency of the
United Way,

met at First Christian Church to
make plans to open at a new
location.
In November 1983, the Need
Line offices were opened at the
building at 209 Maple St., Murray.
The Need Line.gffices were moved
to the Weaks Community Center in

'Jr
40116Come to the
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Annual Quilter's Day to be Saturday
by Graves County Piercemakers
and funded by the MurrayCalloway County Quilt Lovers and
Paducah Quilt and Sew On.
It provides a day of learning
about quilts and quilting and will

Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society
will sponsor the third Annual Quilter's Day on Saturday, March 21.
This event will be celebrated for
all Kentucky counties, and will
also be celebrated across the
United States as a National Quilter's Day Out.
In the Jackson Purchase Area,
QAter's Day Out will be at Graves
County High School, Mayfield,
from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. The
!ocated off the Purchase
Parkway exit at the Holiday Inn in
Mayfield. Each one should bring a
sack lunch.
Featured will be a quilt display,
videos and several demonstrations
including Baby Things by Mary
Ridley of Draffenville; Machine
Applique and Blanket Stitch by
Beverly Burton; Quick Piercing
Flying Geese by Peggy Smith,
Murray; Quilting Stitch by Phyllis
Miller, Murray; Rotary Cutter
Methods by Cheryl Slaughter, Log
Cabin Block, Keep the Handle at
the top by Mary Sowell; Shadow
Trapunto by Lou Ann Philpot,
Murray.
Anyone living in the Jackson
Purchase counties that is interested
in quilts or quilting is encouraged
to attend.
Quitter's Day Out will be hosted

GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION

acquaint persons with many of the
quitters and quilt groups in the
Jackson Purchase area.
For more information contact
Lou Ann Philpot, 753-6843, or
Debbie Fisher, 1-247-0082.

at our new location at

University Square

FREE GIFT CERTIFICATES TO THE 1ST 50 CUSTOMERS.
March 19 - 21 Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
20-30% off selected Spring groups.

i•

*
• wg

Murray

•••'•

Cheryl Slaughter, left, Beverly Barton and Debbie Fisher discuss
plans for Annual Quilter's Day Out planned Saturday, March 21, at
Graves County High School, Mayfield.

Specialty Items
Our Specialty

REVIVAL
at

•Wedding Invitations
'Thank You Notes
'Paper Plates
& Napkins
'Ink Rubber Stamps
Much, Much More

South Pleasant
Grove
United Methodist
Church
March 22-25
7:00-8:30 p.m.
Guest Speaker
Dr. Jerry Jejffords

Double Flood Light
Motion Sensor

14.99
sale

WM time-off delay from 1-20
or manuel
minutes.
override and photoced ShUt-Off
during dayight hours. Dialects
motico up to 50' away with a 2000 sq. ft. range. Automatically
activates aderior good imps when heat or mogon is detected.
Light timer Bulbs not included U.listed. Silver or white.
4440-5171. 50801

Silk Screening
T-Shirts, Caps etc...
"Best Prices In Town"

Special Music and
Nursery Provided
Nightly!

Southside

Shopping (_:c nter
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/2 Oz. Texan
Nimbler sale
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Peach. clear or
trench blue
1138•4130,4146 4155)

VALUE PRICED!
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Step into spring

Each features a non-sbck
coaling inside and out Set includes 7.8
and 10%.* fry pens (177-0214)

iir Call 753-1044.

4

Layaway Now
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/04 S. 5th St., lAurray
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.4 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
mettle& Pleview & Sueelernanle Mel Included

8
18.8moo

3 Piece Fry
Pan Set

"Thought for Today"
Never let yesterday use
up today.
—Richard H. Nelson
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N

Kathryn Chase of Murray
lost 20 lbs. & 223/. In.
In Just 4 weeks.
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00
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•
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construction adhesive
almost anyttung
bonds4
Rubber based 10 5 az
Each (5811-1313)
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T-120 VHS
Video Tape

2.26
Each tape
%mum two.
tour or six hours
ol record/
playback ems
Each 1709-03Ce)

LASER
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2 x 60 Yards
Duct Tape

2.96

Greet to. sailing SW dUCIS.
emergency wars and more Withstands

temperature extremes. 0412-05071

America's TOTAL HARDWARE Store
Central Shopping Center
7534604

t
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All-purpose panel and

sale

Styles to fit most vacuum
cleaners /Ma (722.1737 thru 1901)
21,11.(222-4004 avu 4251)

Neu .AI Coast, 'Coast!

50 - OFF

looks. Sizes 3-16.

AC CO

VaCUUM Baits or
Bags, Ibur Choice

clishwasher
StaCka
ble andufe

Any Weight Loss
Program

with the newest

ira._,

With Coupon

'44•••:4144--

•As Seen On T.V.•
One of the nation's fastest
growing weight loss clinics
-Medically Reviewed.

Liquid
Nails
Panel
Adhesive
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People In Murray
Are Losing Weight At
Hollywood Weight Loss Clinic

1,

VALUE PRICED!
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759-4796
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QUICKPRINT

The Public Is
Cordially Invited!

Our New
Spring
Fashions
are Here!

..•••• •••••••••••••

753-7657

•

Ryan Keith Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Miller of Rt.
2, Murray, are the parents of a son,
Ryan Keith Miller, born Tuesday,
March 3, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The baby
weighed seven pounds three ounces
and measured 203/4 inches. The
mother is the former Sherri Davis.
Grandparents are Larry and Patricia
Miller of Coldwater, Pat and
Beverly Bogard of Murray, and Joe
and Kitty Davis of Union City,
Tenn. Great-grandparents are Charles and Barbara Lamb, Parvin and
Mary Miller, all of Coldwater, and
Reva Bailey of Murray. A greatgreat-grandmother is Mrs. Dathel
Wilkerson of Coldwater.
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Suzie

Miller baby boy
born March 3
at local hospital
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Phi Delta Kappa presents program
on implementing primary schools

SAVE•A LOT

Implementing the non-graded
primary schools will be the topic of a
program by Phi Delta Kappa professional fraternity in education at
Robertson Elementary School in
Murray on Monday evening, March
23.

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers

Wylwood W.K. or Cream Style

Corn

25

161/2 Os

Halstead

Scheduled to begin all p.m. at the
school on Broach Avenue, the program by the Murray State University
chapter of Phi Delta Kappa will
include a video presentation and discussion led by representatives of the
Murray and Mayfield school districts.
Parents of primary-age children, as
well as members of the Murray State
chapter of PDK, are encouraged to
attend, according to Dr. John Guyton,
chapter presideni
Leading the discussion will be:
Doralyn Lanier, assistant superintendent, and Jean Hurt, principal of
Murray elementary schools, from the

Pork & Beans

Murray Independent School District;
and Leanna Austin, instructional
supervisor, and Elsie Jones, principal

Contract Bridge
A Futile Gesture
Tomorrow. Tender loving care.
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•94
11 A 1085
•AQ7
4A K 109
EAST
WEST
•K 8 5 3 2
+Q76
•62
W 73
• K .195
• 10842
76
+Q432
SOUTH
•A J 10
K Q J 94

16 ox.

Creative Landecaping

407 N. 12th. • 753-1725

Professional Real Estate
"4 pod le

Sunflower

Corn Meal've

Beautiful home, wooded lot, 3 bedroom, 2 baths, large garaga_stulet
area in nice subdivision in courtly A
must to see $93,500.

COmigicior

Hal Nance Broker
(502) 7591591
-

$1
09
ops

5 Lb.

g+,,t

•

Hatzat.

Prairie Farms

Sour Cream or
,Lite Sour Cream

Products

Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

clop

,
r
.
Onse

99

16 oz.

Glendale at Whltnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Prairie Farms Reg. or Trim & Lite

Yogurt
$329

Sausage
$119

Obviously,a declarershould avoid
a finesse that produces no gain when
it succeeds and is very costly when it
fails. The principle is self-evident,
but the type of hand where it applies
is not always easy to recognize.
South was in six hearts and West
led a diamond.Declarer finessed the
queen, losing to East's king, and
later went down one even though the
club finesse succeeded. Had South
put up the ace of diamonds at trick
one, drawn trumps, and taken the
club finesse,the outcome would have
been altogether different. South's
diamond loser would have gone on
dummy's fourth club and his only
loser would have been a spade trick.
When declarer's play issubjected
to scrutiny, it becomes clear that he
erred by taking the diamond finesse
at trick one, since it could not help
him make the slam. If West had the
king of diamonds, the finesse would
win but South would still not be any
closer to home.
Before playing at trick one.South
should consider what is required to
make the contract. Since a spade
loser is unavoidable, it becomes evident that South cannot make the
slam unless the club finesse succeeds. And it is equally clear that if
the club finesse is destined to succeed. South does not need the diamond finesse. The diamond finesse
is therefore a futile play, since it
jeopardizes the slam without improving the chances of making it.
The only time the diamond finesse gains in any way is when West
has the king of diamonds and East
has the queen of clubs. In that case
declarer saves a trick by going down
one instead of two, but this is an
insignificant factor where a slam is
concerned.

NORY 81OLARI

/9
8r°
Partin's

•6 3
•J 85
The bidding:
South West North East
1V
Pass
3
Pass
3V
6•
Pass
Opening lead — two of diamonds.

APPLIANCE

12 Pk. Cans
,

of Loniafellow Elementary School,
from the Mayfield Independent
School District.

peelliC
s

0015044_,Dysitraltik-Cs:crnsePrii;Ce_rseilll

'THIS LAUSDIut
OFF
$90
ore®
2,:ilAscistptre,9o.cyrocte

16 oz

2 Lb. $2
38

so,s40
$29999

Twin Pk. Deluxe or Pepperoni

,r.2i1f6fia101)
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& DRYER
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SAVE $50

$39999
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Boston Butt
Roast
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i•-•""“"'"'" J. Higgs Corn Chips or
CHEE—sE

Cheese Curls
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12 os.
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Murray Elementary to publish Scribbles
rents who wish their children to
participate in Scribbles to submit
artwork or writings for publication.
Parents are asked to work with their
child to select a drawing or story from
those the child has done in the past,
something that makes them both
proud.
Stories may be accompanied by
artwork - or only artwork or only
written work may be submitted.
Parents of kindergarteners and first

tive effect on children and their belief
in themselves as creative, productive
people.
"The magazine is also a way for
Murray Elementary to showcase some
of what the students have accomplished with their writing and artwork," she said.
Murray Elementary invites all pa-

Murray Elementary School has announced plans to publish a fifth
volume of Scribbles, a collection of
prose, poetry,and artwork by children
in kindergarten through fourth grade.
"The students are very excited
about doing Scribbles again," reports
Katie Carpenter, the editor of the
publication.
She said that Scribbles has a posi-

Creative writing workshop
offered at Murray Middle
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graders may submit Writing-To-Read
stories. Or, the child may wish to
dictate a story to the parent. The story
will be attributed to the child, with the
notation," as told to his mother" (or
other adult).
Each submission should be accompanied by a signed entry form, which
teachers have distributed to children
in class. Extra entry forms are available from the teacher or the school
office.

The deadline for submission is
Friday, March 20.

POISON PREVENTION

3 Bedroom, Living Room and Hall
WHOLE

HEALTH WATCH

HOUSE

W•E•E•K

SALE!

Is Your Home Poison•Proof?

Date: Now thru Match 21, 1992

DO IT ALL 39900
PAD
FOR...

I

INCLUDED

CfCICE OF SCULPTURED Oft PLUSH
IN SIX COLORS UP TO 70 so.ros.
CARPET AND ins RESOND PAD.

K

SALES TAX AND INSTALLATION IS NOT INCLUDED
131 WIDE
HEAVY
I 380Z.
Carpet
Style
Plush
Sculptured
Commercial

2.99 sq. yd.

3.99 sq. Yd.

Top-rated movies
to play at MSU in
March and April

I

10 BR

I

.99 sq. yd.

399

00
PAD
INCLUDED

BR
3X10 HALL

12 BR

12

12
Faye Childress
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray
753-5234

15

LR

I

No Coupons Or
Other Promotions
Can Be Accepted

TRACK LITYESS
WITH WAR WARRANTY

HIGH TRAFFIC
Thai this extra dense Monsanto Locked in stain
blocker stain mutant carpet ii what you need in ''28
vibrant colon
(Add 1.00 sq. yd.
under 100 yds
11 99sa, yd.1 needed

Old Prescription
Vials Worth 25*

Stop by the Medicine
Shoppe pharmacy
March 16 to 21 and
pick up a FREE Poison
Prevention information packet.

Clean out your medicine cabinet and get
25' store credit for
each old or outdated
prescription vial you
bring into
the Medicine Shoppe!* IMO
"Up to $1000 redemption

Martin
Davenport
R. Ph. Owner

Compare at
'TWICE the PRICE!
OVER 1500 ROLLS ARE IN STOCK
8 Mi. S. of Murray
Mon.-Sat. Till 5:00
14Mil. N. of Paris
or
it
rw
rpi
Master Card
on Hwy. 641
Of
Puryear, TN.
Visa Accepted ti
1-800-264-4941
Local 498-8161 lb

WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Home Office Omaha NE

FREE Poison Prevention
Information!

Includes a free bottle of
Syrup of Ipecac!
01991 Alimbeine Shoppe International Inc

.990 SQ. YD.
BOAT/AUTO CARPET FROM
AREAS?-.
BEST

eeping household cleaners locked up isn't the only way to prevent
accidental poisoninip. Many people, young and old alike, risk being
poisoned by taking outdated prescriptions. A medicine that once made
you well could now be as harmful as any household cleaner. What's
worse, small children can mistake colorful pills for candy.
During Poison Prevention Health Watch Week at the Medicine Shoppe
pharmacy, we're encouraging everyone to do some early "spring
cleaning' and poieon-proof their homes. Learn where to store toxic
household products and how to keep your medicine cabinet safe
At Medicine Shoppe, we watch out for your health.

"WE HAVE WHAT WE ADVERTISE"
12
12

12th & Olive
759-9245

dicine
8110PPe4

We accept PCS, Blue Cross, Medicaid
"What a pharmacy was meant to be."

USED CARS

1992 Geo Metro:

Stock #92210. 2 dr., overdrive transmission, air conditioning, AM-FM stereo, wheel covers.

1992 Geo Storm 2+2 Sports Coupe:

1991 Cadillac Fleetwood: Local. 1 owner. 12.000 miles.
academy gray on gray leather. Stop and see this one.
1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera: Maple red metallic, V-6
engine, 15.000 miles. cloth intenor
1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass Calais: Four door sedan,
7,500 miles, white with gray cloth, clean
1991 Chevrolet Corsica LT: V-6 engine, gray with gray
cloth, 15,000 moles, automatic, air bag, save.
1991 Chevrolet Corsica LT: White with gray intenor. V-6
engine, 10,000 miles, air bag.
1991 Chevrolet Corsica LT: White with blue interior,
6,000 miles. automatic, sharp.
1991 Chevrolet Cavalier: Four door sedan, air
conditioning, red with gray cloth. 12,000 miles.
1991 Chevrolet Cavalier: Four door sedan, red with gray
cloth, 3,500 miles, air conditioning, clean.
1991 Chevrolet Cavalier AS Coupe: 8,000 miles,
automatic, air conditioning, AM-FM stereo.
1990 Chevrolet Beretta: Local 1 owner trade in, air, AMFM, overdrive transmission, sharp two cioor car.
1989 Chevrolet Beretta: mite with blue intenor,
automatic. AM-FM. 39,000 miles, sporty.
1989 Pontiac Grand Am:4 cyl., automatic, air
• conditioning, AM-FM, tour door sedan.
1988 Nissan Stanza Wagon: 38,000 miles, automatic.6
passenger, cleanest in town.
1988 Chrysler New Yorker: Local 1 owner Cadillac trade,
57,000 miles, burgundy with burgundy cloth.
1988 Dodge Aries: 34,000 miles, automatic, 4 cyl., cloth
interior, great second car.
1988 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme: 2 dr.. V-6 engine,
50,000 miles, new truck trade in.
1987 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme: v-a engine,
automatic, console, sport wheels. 1 owner new car trade.
1987 Dodge Daytona: 5 speed, 4 cyl , air conditioning, AMFM cassette, local new car trade.
1986 Oldsmobile Cutlass Clera: Four door, air
conditioning, automatic, cloth interior, 65,000 miles. 1 owner
trade.
1986 Buick Riviera: Sharp, fully loaded car, blue metallic
with cloth interior, Cadillac trade.
1985 Lincoln Town Car: Gray exterior with gray cloth, full
power,68,000 miles, dean.

$7,347"

Stock

#92157. 1.6 liter, 4 cyl., overdrive transmission, AM-FM
cassette, air conditioning.

$10,456'

1992 Corsica LT:

Stock #92058. Drivers side air bag,
anti-lock brakes, air conditioning, automatic, power door
locks, tilt wheel, 3.1 liter V-6 engine.

$11,95025

1992 Cavalier VL Coupe:

Stock #92121. Overdrive
transmission, AM-FM stereo, power steering, floor mats,
wheel covers, automatic locks.

$8,57275

1992 Lumina 3.1 Sedan:

Stock #92044. V-6 engine,
automatic, 60/40 cloth split bench, sport wheel covers, air
conditioning, tilt, cruise.

••••1

cog.

THE MEDICINE SHOPPE

Murray Middle School announces thology is intended both as a showa creative writing workshop for stu- case of student talent and as an
dents in grades 5 through 8 who enjoy illustrative casebook for use in Murray State University teacher education
writing and have stories to tell.
classes.
CarKatie
of
Under the guidance
The class will meet at Murray
penter and Bobbie Weatherly, with
School on Monday afterMiddle
the assistance of aspiring language
March 23 and contibeginning
noons,
UniState
Murray
arts teachers from
versity teacher education classes, the nuing March 30, April 13,20,and 27.
There is a registration fee of $7.50
students will explore a number of
includes all supplies and
which
their
develop
to
strategies desinged
abilities to write fluidly, imagina- snacks.
For more information or to register,
tively, and with confidence.
are invited to call Jean Bennett
parents
published
be
will
Student writings
Board of Education,
Murray
the
in Windows: The Literary Anthology at
753-2590.
or
753-4363,
of Murray Middle School. The an-

Murray State University's Student
Government Association will present
an assortment of top-rated movies this
spring as part of its weekly movie
series in the Curris Center Theater.
Films are shown at 3:30,7 and 9:30
p.m. All tickets for the 3:30p.m.show
are $1. Ticket prices for the two
evening shows are $1.50 with a
Murray State ID and $2.50 without an
ID.
The schedule for the remainder of
the spring semester is:
—March 18 — "Deceived"
—March 25 — "Fantasia"
—April 1 — "Regarding Henry"
—April 8 — "Cape Fear"
—April 15 — "101 Dalmatians"
—April 22 — "Dead Again"
—April 29 — "Star Trek VI"

have also paid for the services of a
part-time reading resources teacher at
Carter Elementary Center and for an
extensive staff development program
in writing for elementary teachers.
All artists and authors represented
in Scribbles will receive one copy of
the magazine when it is published in
May. Extra copies will be available at

All students who submit to Scribbles will have at least one of pieces
published in the magazine.
"Part of our intention in Scribbles is
to make sure that children have a
positive experience the first time they
submit something to be published,"
said Carpenter.
The 1992 Scribbles is ftnded by a
grant from the Kentucky Deparunent
of Education for Murray's WIN(Whting is Necessary) project. Grant funds

1992 Chevrolet S10 Tahoe:

Stock #92217. V-6

engine, overdrive transmission, AM-FM cassette, tilt wheel,
cruise control, cloth interior, power steering, chrome rear

$9,483"

step bumper, sliding rear window.

1992 S10 Blazer Two Door:

$1 2,833°5

1985 Cadillac Seville Elegante: 62,000

Stock #92153. 4x4

Tahoe package, 4.3 liter engine, automatic transmission,
AM-FM cassette, cloth interior, tilt wheel, white letter tire.

miles This is one clean car. leather Interior, astro
in the book Call today

root, every option

$1 6,964"

USED TRUCKS

1992 C1500 Silverado:

Stock #92198. Overdrive
transmission, cast aluminum wheels, tilt/cruise, power
windows, power door locks, AM-FM cassetip w/equalizer.

$1 2,980"

des, local new car trade in, as dean as they come

1989 Ford F150 4X4 XLT: V-8, manual transmission, rallye

wheels, AM-FM cassette, tuN power, tilt cruise, new truck trade.
1989 Dodge D100: Short wheel base, 1 owner, alloy wheels.
318 engine, automatic, 49,000 miles
1989 Dodge Dakota Convertible: Low rider pkg., alloy
wheels, power windows, power door locks, tilt, cruise, AM-FM
cassette.
1989 Chevrolet S10 Tahoe: 4,3 engine, ataornanc, AMFM cassette, local new truck trade in.

1992 Oldsmobile 88 Royale:

Stock #92091. 3800
V-6, automatic, full power, power driver's seat, AM-FM
stereo cassette, floor mats, rear window defroster.

1992 Oldsmobile 98 Regency Elite:

$17,83876
$2358376

3800 V-6,

full power, cloth interior.

.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

Legal Mumbo Jumbo: All prices
after rebate. Dealer retains any
manufacturer to dealer incentive

600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN
901-642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
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The "Price" Means Savings!
The"Plus"Means Much More.
_
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WE REDEEM

FEDERAL
FOOD STAMPS

KROGER Lean Trimmed Silver
Platter19- I I Lbs. Avg.)Assorted

Juicy, Sweet, Ripe

Oil or Water Pack Chunk Light

PORK
CHOPS

FLORIDA
STRAWBERRIES

CHICKEN OF THE SEA
TUNA

COCA
LA
CO
2 liter bottle

OVER 3,500
YELLOW TAG
BONUS
BUYS

Regular or Light
Quarters KRAFT

White or Buttermilk

PARKAY
GARINE
MAR
I lb. package

KROGER
EAD
BR
20 oz. loaf

3

12 PACK 12 OZ. CANS .S3.39

Designer or White
2 Ply, 84 Ct., 67 Sq. Ft.

BOUNTY
WErollLS
TOsingle

HONEYSUCKLE

•TURKEY
BREAST

Fliezk Ptoduce
CALIFORNIA Seedless

NAVEL ORANGES
r
$
fo

Removes Dirt &Odors
Colby Longhorn or

RED WAX
CHEESE

SURF
ENT
DET39ERG
oz. box

PASTRAM I —OR—

TURKEY
HAM

88
lb.
U.S.D.A. Choice Grain
Fed Beef Boneless

SHOULDER
STEAK
SWISS
pound

(Retail S2.59)3 Ct. Pkg.
POPS-RITE

Garden Tender

MICROWAVE
FRESH
ASPARAGUS POPCORN

88c

lb.

8g 1.

%fix or Match
12 oz. Sliced
6861SMEIGN BOL
OGNA
KING 1 lb. PLUMP •N TENDER
COTTON JUMBO FRANKS
W2:26551 Buring Brand I lb.

RIVERSIDE TURKEYS
10 Lb..
& Up

PORK SAUSAGE

59

Lb.

EMGE BACON
Mild Cure
$

ge4t

clot

SERVING YOU
COMES
FIRST

Historic, Classic
Dinnerware

q 99

3-PIECE b
PLACE
SETTING
PRICE WITHOUT
PURCHASE 55 99

Made in England by Churchill
ITEMS AND PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE
MARCH 18TH THRU MARCH 24TH 1992

1'L

with 55
purchase

each

EXTRA
SAVINGS

•

SAVE $5
Toward your purchate of a

/

0

18"'Turkey Platter

WITH THIS
COUPON

at

0,

S without caw= $34.gros
1101•UCA2111.1 19
SUM•$
MAACN 4 II2

mins 1WIQIQQ12ft
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•
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QUANTITY RIGHT RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO
DEALERS COPYRIGHT 1992. THE KROGER CO.

Murray, KY
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John T. Karns
John T. Karns, 70, of 1031 Pawnee Dr. NW., Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
died Monday at his home. His
death followed a lengthy illness.
For over 39 years, Mr. Karns
worked as a model mechanic for
Collins Radion, retiring in 1982.
He was a member of St. James
United Methodist Church and
I.B.E.W.
Born Nov. 27, 1921, at Boone,
Iowa, he was the son of the late
Willard Karns and Mary Granson
Karns.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Ethel Johnson Karns, to whom he
was married on Nov. 24, 1946; one
daughter, Mrs. Barbara Eckrich and
husband, Gorald, Swisher, Iowa;

one son, Lawrence Karns and wife,
Laurie, Murray; six grandchildren.
Memorial services will be Thursday at 11 a.m. at St. James United
Methodist Church, Cedar Rapids.
The Rev. Rollin Oswald, the Rev.
Edward Gregory and the Rev.
Charles Mehaffey will officiate.
Private committal services will
be at Linwood Cemetery, Cedar
Rapids.
Friends may call from 4 to 9
p.m. today (Wednesday) at
Murdoch-Linwood Funeral Home,
520 Wilson Ave., S.W., Cedar
Rapids.
A memorial fund has been established in Mr. Karns' honor.

CALENDAR
(ConI'd from
page 6A)

Thursday, March 19
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,
Murray/8-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3
p.m.
Dorcas Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church/12 noon/
Mayflower Restaurant at Holiday
Inn.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Murray Rotary C
pciub/12 noon/
Seven Sea!Cu-idnt.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.4:30 p.m.
investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones lad.
DJ1A Previous Close....._3256.04
Air Products-..._....-.- 423/. mac
A.T.C. Clan A..........573/48 51A
393/4 + 3/e
AT &
Bell South ....-.-....--.......45 • 1/4
531/4 INK
Brigp &
Dean

• 'Is
• 1/3
• 3/4
Fisher
• 1/4
Ford
1/4
General
General Motors...-.--..37'Ie • 3/.
62-'l.
use
• 'ft
3/4
243/4 • i/e
• 1/4
1/4

1 B
!Kemal
K U
Kroger
LG &

• 3/s
261/1B 271/2A
+
+ 1

J.C.
Peoples
Quaker

• 1/4
1051/s one

.....
Time

arm

•1441srl Lyons s trading
far Ma Slack
L•Hilliard Lyons S a martial maker in this stodi

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366 40,
Additional
Iniofmation
Available

upon Request.

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is luta.
Iii Mint W L Levee, Inc • Ateebs lene and WC

Thursday, March 19
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.
Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.
Carol Poe Group First Baptist
Church Women/7 p.m./Debbie
Steiner.
Murray Business and Professional
Women/6:30 p.m./Louie's Steak
House.

Graves County High School
wins academic decathlon
Graves County High School won
the first annual Kentucky Academic Decathlon at Murray State University on Saturday.
The day-long competition
involved written tests in Economics, Fine Arts, Mathematics, Language and Literature, Science, and
Social Studies, writing essays, giving speeches, participating in interviews and performing in a final
"Super Quiz."
Graves County won with a total
of 36,535 points, defeating Mayfield (35,175), Marshall County
(30,565) and Louisville Eastern
(23,125). Marshall and Eastern
were competing with shortened
rosters.
Winners in individual divisions
included Jeremy Samons of Graves
County, Varsity; Ken Hagan of
Marshall County, Scholastic; and

The Calloway County Retired
Teachers' Association will meet on
Monday, April 6,(1992) in the Ellis
Community Center at 630 Ellis Drive
at 1 p.m. for refreshments and at 1:30
p.m. for their regular program. Mrs.
Peggy Williams,Director of the Work
Activities Training Center for the
Handicapped will give an update on
the various activities of the local

Mechanically Removed
24- Deep Free EslimateL,

Treated Cross Ties
435-4313 Bob Kemp

.• - -

Of

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr
w

.15% Cash Discount On All
Prescriptions
'PCS• Medimet• BC-BS• Paid State Aid
•Medical Claims Service

W.A.T.C.H. Center located at 702
Main Street.

et-- :
••

'Computerized Prescription Records
'Name Brand & Generic Drugs
Over The Counter Preparations
'Health Care Products

FREE DELIVERY

HOLLAND DRUGS
Dunn,

CCRTA President Wilson Gantt
invites all retired educators from the
Murray City, Calloway County and
Murray State University systems to
attend and to consider membership in
Calloway County, First District and
Kentucky RTA groups.

109 S. 4th St.

Bob

R.Ph.

753-1462

Ladies' Nylon

Spring Warm-Ups

20%

The Mississippians also developed an angling technique that
poisoned the fish, but not people.
"They would grind up buckeyes
and devil's shoe string and throw it
into a pool. It affected only the
nervous system of the fish, not the
meat."
Thus incapacitated, the fish
would float to the surface, bellyup, Wesler said.
The Mississippians, last of the
mound builders, couldn't drop by
the local bait and tackte shop for a
supply of hooks. They made their
own from bone or copper. Several
are on display at Wickliffe
Mounds.
"The Indians would use a stone
and slowly grind down a bird bone
or a small bone from a deer,"
Wesler said. "A bone would be
softer after an animal had just been
killed."
Latter-day anglers can learn how
to make Mississippian fish hooks at
the mound site in June. "We'll
have someone demonstrating how
to make bone tools, including fish
hooks," he said.
Copper isn't common hereabouts, but Wesler said the Mississippians traded extensively with other
Indians. He suspects the copper for
the Wickliffe Mounds hooks came
from the upper Peninsula of
Michigan.
While the Indians are long gone,
fishing is still a local enterprise on
the Mississippi. Restaurants in
Wickliffe and elsewhere in western
Kentucky feature fried catfish.
"Some people still actually eat
catfish," Wesler said. "I'm a
swordfish man myself."

Off

CORN - AUSTIN®
LadiesFor
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Geo, Inc.
11411
7
1
1 1
4
.1411
1
11989 Chevrolet

leigt

Local, loaded, t-tops, white, 31,xxx miles, #84922
GM

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

753-2617

Parts

II
DR. STUART A. NAULTY
DR. MARY BOLTON
Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders.
NMI

Hours by appointment Monday thru Friday
Bel Air Center S. 12th Street, Murray, KY

Aren't You
Glad There's

1-502-753-0666

Ksre!

Frequent ads needed; shoppers don't plan
Many newspaper advertisers simply don't see the need to
place ads more than once a month or every two or three weeks.
The Newspaper Advertising Bureau has prepared a "How
America Shops and Buys" report that should help ad sales reps
dissuade advertisers about such schedules. Following are some
points from the NAB report.
-88% of all major appliance purchases made this week were
not planned as recently as a week ago:
-91% of purchases of blouses, tops, sweaters were not
planned a week ago;
-88% of dress purchases were not even thought about last
week;
-83% of auto supplies were not planned a week ago:
-And housewares log a 95% unplanned purchase score.
jewelry an 88% mark and men's wear an 82% unplanned score.
Four out of 10 shoppers who make a purchase that was not
planned a week ago will be influenced by advertising,according
to the NAB study. Of that number,60% will have been swayed
by newspaper advertising, 17% by television, 15% by direct
mail and 3% by a door hanger.
Obviously, NAB notes, if retailers expect to sell the real
"meat and potatoes" customers, they need to run newspaper
ads... "and run them often."

Minimum Order 20 Lbs. - Slight Delivery Charge For Over 8 Miles

'Grooming by Susan Adams
'Modern Boarding Facilities

Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8-5
Sat. 3-5 p.m.

$1.00 OFF
I
•

Paradise
Kennels
Hwy. 94 East • Murray •
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(South Carolina Press Assoceatton Bulletin)

The purchase of 40 lbs. of
dog food or 20 lbs. of cat food.:

.

Camaro

'9,900

Purina • Pro Plan • lams • ANF • Nutro • Eagle • Dealers Pride
Natural Choice • Nature's Recipe • VPF • Hy Ration

1

/9.

A

-

Your Health Is Our Concern

Have your dog or cat food delivered
nig to your door.
We carry the following Top Brands:

State
)

753.9132
•igim". -- .,,

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

(With This Coupon)

.-1

'f

NOTICE

AM411
.OVV''

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

Phone (
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CAR
WON'T RUN?

6'1? CALL #
I McClard's .' ;'

WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

FREE DELIVERY

To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:
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Variety of Colors
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By Berry Craig
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ream al-Slole Markel News Mwelsa Match IS, 1113
Itsatucky Purchase Arse Hes Martel Isslert laclesass 3
Buying Saner losslyir: Ad. 172, Let 100 Ilarrems•
(Ails .3111.1111 lasbor Sams 1.11181.31 Weser.
..414 1.2 335.255
La 1.2 2111.230 Ilia11313.35.31.81
11 1.3 23141 lbs.-----------S311111341.30
1.4 3.1 314371 lbs.13611131.8111
Sews
IX 1.1 271.369 lbs.
337.11-21.15
S21111141-211 OS
US 1.3 MK 333 180.S211-4011-21.34/
LS 1-3 S23 Yid
$.30.00-32.00
II 2.3 351555 lbs._
131.115- 27 14
Sews 123.18-11311

KENTUCKY BACKROADS

WICKLIFFE, Ky.- It's spring
General Lloyd Tilghman Camp - almost - and the fancy of
#1495 (SCV)/7 p.m./Anne many has turned to wetting a fishWashington Leslie House, ing line.
Angling is a time-honored tradiPaducah.
tion in western Kentucky, home of
Singles Friendship of Paris, big rivers and big lakes. Talk to Kit
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Wesler at Wickliffe Mounds and
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith you'll find out just how timehonored.
Broach, 753-3580.
He'll tell you that trot-lines, nets
St. Leo Catholic Church events and fish traps were deployed in the
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.; Mississippi River here almost 900
years ago.
RCIA/7 p.m.
"The southeastern Indians ate a
lot
of catfish, which were big and
First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult plentiful," said Wesler, director of
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult the historic mound site owned by
Murray State University and open
Exercise/5 p.m.
to the public.
Fishing was vital to the ancient
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers Day Out/9:30 a.m. western Kentuckians who inhabited
Wickliffe Mounds around 1100 to
Main Street After School/3:30 1350 A.D.
"They fished in the big rivers
p.m./Main Street Youth Center.
and farmed in the rich bottomland
Young N Hearts of Glendale Road along their banks," Wesler said.
Fishing is just one of many parts
Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.
of Mississippian Indian life Wester
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7 and his staff explain to visitors at
p.m./Majestic Steak House, Draf- the mounds site near the Mississippi in Wickliffe, the Ballard County
fenville. Note change in place.
seat.
Buildings house pottery, arrowMurray Women of the Moose/8
heads
and other artifacts, including
p.m. with officers/7 p.m.
bone and copper fish hooks. DisH. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of plays tell how the relics were used.
Like modern commercial fisherVFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
men, the Mississippians ran trot
Home Department of Murray lines in the wide, muddy river.
Woman's Club/spring potluck/12 Instead of plastic milk jugs, they
used gourds or blocks of wood for
noon/club house.
floats.
The Indians were avid night
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County fishermen, too.
"They would build fires in clay
Public Library.
bowls and put them in the bows of
Chorus of Music Department of their canoes," Wesler said. "When
Murray Woman's Club/rehearsalf7 a fish would come up to investigate, another Indian in the canoe
p.m./club house.
would spear the fish."
The Mississippian Indians didn't
Dancing/Ronny's Place/7-10 p.m.
know rod-and -reel angling, but
Faculty Recital John Schlabach, they enjoyed sport fishing, of sorts.
Indians
trumpet, and 0
e
- 6
. Schlabach, geons sometimes caught sturin shallow popls at the rivflute/8 p.ncst`!;e11 Recital Hall,
er's
edge.
They would loop a rope
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
around
the
fish's tail, hang on until
State University. Admission free.
he got tired, then land him.

and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
All other subscribers $64.50 per year.
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Calloway County Retired Teachers' Association
to meet April 6th for their regular program

Deacon/Staff Fellowship Meal of
Grace Baptist Church/6
p.m./Rudy's 'Restaurant.

Li All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway

David Koonce of Mayfield, Honor
division.
Graves County will compete in
the national finals at Boise State
University on April 10-12.
"The competition was a great
success," said Ted Brown, state
director of the Kentucky Academic
Decathlon and an assistant English
professor at MSU. "The competitors, coaches and volunteer workers
all enjoyed the event.
"I would particularly like to
thank the many people who generously gave of their time to work as
judges for various events; without
them, we couldn't have done it. We
at Murray State University are
pleased to be able to offer this
opportunity for the young people of
Kentucky, and we look forward to
hosting a bigger and even better
competition next year."
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Opening ceremony for ATCOM Friday
Opening ceremonies for Murray
State L'niversity's Assistive Technology Center of Mid-America (ATCOM)are planned for Friday. March
20.
The center, located on the second
floor of Murray States Special Educauon Building, across the street from
the Nauonal Boy Scout Museum, was
established last summer with the help
of a $260,000 grant from IBM. Friday's activities start at 10 a.m. and
include a nbbon cutting, video presenuuon. tours and demonstrations.
The Kentucky Assistive Techogy Services Network recently
ardck: the center a $42.000 grant
rhe grant money will be used to
7rehase equipment and hire an assista:hnology specialist_ In addiuon
the money. the center also received
an Apple Macintosh computer from
network.
Nssistive technology allows perwitn disabilities to access cornand other devices to their
•,
Services related 10
.1,;a:,,ng farm equipment and the
c7vironment can also be prothe goa.. of ATCOM is to
persors with disabilities to
hr.:4k . .nrough bamers in order to
exiirhi their opportunities for independence and success at home, wort
and recreation,- said Dr. Allan Beane.
director of ATCOM and professor in
the Department of Special Education
a: Murray State The center will serve
•ndividuals of all ages on campus and
in the Murray State service region. he
said
The recent gran:from the Kentucky
Assistive Technology Services Network establishes ATCOM as one of
thrix regional service centers for the
netw xi; and connects the center to an
Of sdpport Services and resourds. Beane said. The grant will ennance efforts to provide information
services, technical con,•,.taLons. assistive technology tram:4 and demonstrations of equipment
17.other role of the Murray State
..k:nter is to help school districts
mplement the Kentucky Educational
Reform A.: of :990, according to
Beane
v.4.,7-ra\ S:ate :s grateful to IBM
'77c: of

COVVIE1%1'

Prices Good
March 18
thru March 24

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

INSURANCE
Same Rate Available On
I.R.A. 1$50 minimum)
Hated: A+ (SUPERIOR)
.t•

Bob Cornelison

7534703

Deli Hot Line
We Accept Food Stamp - We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities 753-7811

Clifty Farm Whole

dli/ed

Owen's Best Family Pack

Seaboard Farms Frying

Owen's Best Extra Lean

Country Ham Dicke legs or Thighs
1 39
Fields
' Lb

Fields
1 Lb Classic

Lb.
Sliced Free

Bologna
$ 39

Wieners
$ 39

Mr. Turkey

Cheese

0
69

9

U S Choice
Boneless Sirloin

Lb.

Steak

99

Scott
Single Roll

Lb

$ 1 99
•

Paper
Towels

Sauce

Oats

69`

$ 39

$ 1 39

2 Liter

Maxwell House

Kleenex

Coffee

Bathroom Tissue

$189

4 Roll Pkg.

13 oz. Block
Crisco Reg. or Buffer
31b.

Hyde Park F.S. or Cut

Green Beans

$199

Boneless 1.99 lb

S299
1,1-0

STORIES & ACTIVITIES
THAT MA&E LEARNING FUN!

18 oz $ 1 99

Tomatoes

2/$

$1 99

Crackers

1 lb

Pibb, MW, ktut Maid, Diet M. Maid,
Orange, New Wave Coke 12 pk. cans

5/$200

16.5 oz.

Paramount Hamburger

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
Sunclrop, Peach 12 pk. cons$99
2

1 00

14.5 oz

Sunshine Krispy
gal.

VOLUME 8

Totino's Frozen

Hunts Whole

Prairie Farms

99°
'0;41

79°

Peanut Butter

I

16 oz. %//

Park CS. or W.K. Golden

9

— .&.11.1•11A. -

Peter Pan

/s2oo

Whole Milk

?

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

I

Shortening

89

U.S. Choice

Quaker 18 az
Quick Or Reg

2°/0 Milk
$ 1 89

Corn

Crab
Flakes
$ 1 99

Flav-O-Rich

gal.

Louis Kemp
Imitation 8 oz

Round Steak
Bacon
79
79
1
Lb.
Spaghetti

Tip Roast
39
Lb

12 oz

Hyde

Lb

Beef
Ground
3-4 Lb.

Oscar Mayer 1 Lb.

U.S Choice Boneless Sirloin

Ground Turkey
1ft

Ground Round
99
Tip

$259

Lor;:;:d V,,:hOMIrSkIte,

FARM
BUREAU

Pr,444t laiad

exeld —

Hours:
IA-Itt. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.-1 p.m.

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Fulbright Scholar
to lecture on
Russian civilization

TAX-DEFERRED AN-M.1'TV
RATE GLARANTEF:D FOR
ONE YEAR. Each. surrender
charges apply.
($3.1100 minimuml

A-

V

•-

ne center and to the KenAssis,tise Technology Network
conunuir.g support."
• c,r pr
Presider: Dr. Ronald J. Kurth
sa:c.
ce71,77 .% iles an outstandStates success
;undir.g to mixt
sc,A7-•.g
,sion. By sub ,t'osals to pr;7±:
'ouncal:, s and govern•
‘1..r-ray State faculty

EARN
6.70%

create opportunities for West Kentucky residents that would otherwise
not be available."

and staff bring thousands of dollars to
the University each year, Kurth said.
"As in this case, many of these grants

.
1 al us IC
.
)7 17C ,f.7,17'.: wncfl 3;101

a Fulfrom Lithuania. will
,L1,:tures concerning Rus,
./at.on this week at Murray
7.,‘crsity
On Thursday 7 p.m in the Curris
Center Barkley Room, she will discuss The Po Lc4 Reality of the
Soviet I *mon Pas: and Present" A
'oception wli, follow the lecture.
Then. at 3 p.m. Fnday, Dr. Vicnon-Hrskite will address -The Tradition of Chekov in Modem British
Drama.- The lecture will be held in
r .)rn 103 of Faculty Hall on campus.
offee and refreshments will be prosided by the MSL; Foreign Language
Club and Alpha Mu Gamma foreign
lang,age honor society at 2:30 p rn.
The lectures are sponsored by Murray States Center for International
Program's Non-Formal Education
Comnuttee, College of Humanistic .
Studies' Forum Committee, and the
Department of Speech. CommunicaOOD and Theater Admission is free
and the public is invited.

WE ARE PLEASED TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

Dill Slices

99'

$269
89'

16 oz.

Pizza

9.8 oz.-10.7 oz.

Sweet Sue

Chicken & Dumplings

24 oz.

Ore Ida Frozen

Corn On Cob

4 Ears

Creameffe 7 oz.

.6c.
9
$2
.9
0z/
Mac. or Spaghetti 93
Tyson Frozen Chicken Breast

Fillet or Pattie

9

eit
Owen's Best
Honey Baked

Ham
99

Chiquita

Owen's Best
American

Owen's Best

BBC) Ribs

Golden Ripe

Bananas

Cheese

394
79
$3 $3 $2
Lb

29
Lb

Large Head
California Iceberg

leffuce
59{ 6c4

California Naval

Oranges

5/s oo
88 Size

b

A

Owen's Best

Roast Beef
$489
Lb

Owen's Best
9 Pc. Fried

Chicken
$489

California

New Crop
Florida Snap

5 Lb. Bag
Red

Cole Slaw

Strawberries

Beans

Potatoes

99

$ 1 69

Owen's Best
Len's

L
e
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WEST KY. BUILDERS

Three members of Murray High School's
Academic team compete in Citizen's Bee

winners from Murray
Pictured are the 1992 cup sweepstakes chess
the 1992 Kentucky
following
trophies
City Schools displaying their
Kentucky Cup is
The
Bardstown.
in
Championship
State Chess
system with
school
the
to
Association
awarded by the Kentucky Chess
competition
team
state
the
in
record
the best overall performance
Bell and MS17
The Murray chess program is coached by Dr. Wayne
senior, Mark Galloway.

town. The primary team took first
place in its division, clinching the
1992 State Primary Championship
and the Murray Middle School team
captured first place in the elementary
division and the 1992 State Elementary Championship. Murray High
School's team contributed additional
teamn points based on its finish in the
high school division.
All Murray chess teams are
coached by Dr. Wayne Bell of the
MSU Math Department and Mark
Galloway, senior history major at
Murray State University.

Pancake day celebration to be planned
On Thursday evening, March 19,
the Murray Civitan Club will put the
finishing touches on its plans for the
Annual Civitan Pancake Day scheduled for Rudy's Restaurant, for
March 28 at 5 a.m. - 2 p.m. The
Civitans will meet in the Horneplace

Family Restaurant at 7 p.m.
Civitan President Willis Johnson
encourages all Civitans to be present
and to bring a friend to hear a brief
summary of the 75th Anniversary
celebration of Civitan International to
occur in 1992.

011.11ER • EDDIE r.1ANGRUf.1
502-237-7,355
CALL

WITH HARDBOARD SIDING
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
$2150
2 CAR (18x20)
$2850
$3150
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
$3350
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)$3850

Three members of the Murray High $250 savings bond,Christopher FuhrAcademic team traveled to Owens- mann won second place, a $150 bond
boro Saturday, March 14th, to com- and a plaque, Dennis Whittaker finpete in the regional of the Close Up ished 7th. The event emphasizes the
Foundation's Citizen's Bee. The con- Constitution and United States Histest involves a written test taken by tory. It was sponsored by the Owenseach student, then four rounds of boro higssfingajacuak= They furnincreasingly difficult oral questions ished the plaques, U.S. Flags for
that must be answered in front of a fourth through sixth places, and the
panel of judges. Students from high savings bonds, as well as refreshschools in greater Western Kentucky ments for the contestants and coaches.
participated in the competition. The Lloyd Hasty the coach for Murray
top six finishers were awarded prizes said "It was a new contest and format
and will advance to the state competi- for us but the students responded well
to the pressure. All of our students are
tion in April.
Murray High students competing on the speech team which gave them
and their results were: Shawn Kellie confidence and they worked hard to
placed first, receiving a plaque and a prepare for this event."

Murray city schools win
state chess sweepstakes
Murray City Schools was awarded
the prestigeous Kentucky Cup
Sweepstakes Award for 1992 by the
Kentucky Chess Association, and becomes the only school system in the
state to ever have repeated as winners.
The Kentucky Cup is awarded annually to the school district with the
strongest overall performance at the
state team championships and was
first won by Murray in 1989.
Murray's claim to the trophy this
year was based on the performance of
its primary, elementary and high
school teams in the 1992 Kentucky
State Team Championships in Bards-

flAYFIELD KY
ClY;Tr)F 1 BUILT GARAGES

DELUXE MODELS VINYL SIDING
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)

$2550
$3250
$3650
$3750
$4350

STANDARD LOTS
2.8 Rafters

Shingle Rooting, Variety et Colors
1/2" Plywood Decidng
Fascia Mum. or Wood Covered
klaeonite or
Vinyl Siding
4 Raised Curb
Blandon Under Vinyl Siding
Sieel Service Door

Steel Overhead Door

vr

OLE' TIME VALUES
WITH OUR.

TRADE DAYS
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING
‘
,34, OF VALUE!!
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Come Worship With Us
You are invited
to attend the services
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at the

Murray
Baptist Mission

•Mobile Homes .Cars •Trucks •Boats
•Campers .Just About Anything
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201 S. 6th St.

I

#1 Dealer In State of Tennessee
-Fleetwood -Franklin •North River

Sunday Afternoon
Bible Study

2:00 p.m.

Preaching

2:45 p.m.

Thursday Evening
Preaching and Prayer

7:00 p.m.

Compare:
'Price 'Quality 'Service 'Selection

See Our 14 Wide, 16 Wide
Doublewides & Triplewides

Parvin Hall, Pastor — 692-2302
Independent - Bible Centered - Missionary

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Qua ntities

759-1144

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday

Green Giant Cream Style or Whole Kernel

Green Giant

Green Beans or Sweet Peas

epsi, Diet Pepsi
Mt. Dew

Folger Special Roast

Coffee
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SPORTS
Miner, Edgar head
talk in Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Harold
Miner's play has been creative, at
times Michael Jordanesque, during
Southern Cal's season of 23 victories that includes two wins over
UCLA and another over Ohio
State.
Miner's on-court eccentricities,
his abilities to dunk or pull up and
hit jumpers make him a show unto
himself and have prompted comparisons with basketball's most
exciting player.
At 6-foot-5, Miner reached the
level of All-American, averaging
26.7 points as a junior and helping
the Trojans make it back to the
NCAA tournament for the second
straight year. They'll play Northeast Louisiana (19-9) in Thursday's
opening round of the Midwest Regional at the Bradley Center.
"I always thought I had the ability to be an All-American, but realistically 1 didn't think that I would
be one of the top five players,"
said Miner.

Steve
PARKER

Coach George Raveling wants
the Trojans, who are seeded second
in the Midwest Regional with only
five losses, to take a real step up
beginning Thursday.
In other opening-round games
Thursday, Murray State (17-12)
faces Arkansas (25-7), Memphis
State (20-10) meets Pepperdine
(24-6) and Georgia Tech (21-.11)
goes against Houston (25-5).
Murray State coach Scott Edgar
was an assistant for 11 years under
Arkansas coach Nolan Richardson.
"I have mixed feelings about
playing Arkansas because I build
up a dislike for an opponent, and
there's no one I dislike in Arkansas," said Edgar.
Edgar spent five years with
Richardson at Tulsa and then six
more at Arkansas, helping recruit
the current Razorback senior class
that has already made one trip to
the Final Four.
(Cont'd on page 38)

Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Racers need
to get back to
simple goals

Knight fuming out west
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — Bob
Knight, Dale Brown, John Thompson, Shaquille O'Neal and Alonzo
Mourning.
When it comes to infamous
coaches and towering allAmericans, no NCAA first-round
tournament site can match Boise.
"I think this is as exciting as
any of the brackets when you look
at those coaches and some of the
players." Florida State coach Pat
Kennedy said.

MICHAEL BANXS/Ledger & Times photo

since
Mayfield fans lift Ben Brown into the air as the Cardinals won their first regional championship
teammate
as
Cardinals
the
for
1981 with a 75-62 sictor oser Marshall County. Brown had 18 points
()Jay Lancaster is also pictured.

An unhappy Knight brings his
fifth-ranked Indiana Hoosiers to
Idaho after losing to Purdue 61-59
in their season-finale, probably
blowing a No. 1 tournament seed in
the process.
Instead, Indiana heads West as
the No. 2 seed. behind UCLA,
which is playing in the Tempe,
Ariz., half of the bracket.
Knight wouldn't talk after the
loss to Purdue and he skipped his
(Cont'd on page 3B)

Mayfield breaks 11-year drought with regional win
Mayfield 75, Marshall Co. 62

By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Ledger & Times Stan Writer

17 MI 53 75
os 25 ai 62

MAYFIELD
SARSKALL CO

It had been a long 11 years since
Mayfield had last been to the boys
Sweet Sixteen.
The Cardinals, who moved to the
Fourth District after their state
semifinal finish in 1981. had never
been to the regional tourney those
11 years. going winless in the district tournament.
Tuesday night, Mayfield broke
the drought in a flood of free
throws. Jumpers in the paint and
break-a.way layups as they upset
Fourth District champ Marshall
Co-unty 75-62 to claim the First
Region championship at Murray
Slate's Racer Arena.

MAYFIELD (TS)
O Brame '9 F•104 10 56 litocre, 9 Sa
arc.i.• 4 .4•14•0144 4 TOTA‘S FG-A 27-43 3P 3PA
S Fincks. &own) FT-A 19-21 1:6104.4•41. 2'
2
IlARSAALL CO (62)
Levu "
Peg* '2 P'Mc 10 P.301400111 9 Boatrp
,5 D••.•• 5 Parxr 2 Falisor 2 irk.% 2
Pam'
A.5 P GA 22 45 3P 3PS 7 1• f BO•Ing111 2 Pap, 2
P-7 A '1 1 3 r6.00.0411 1
00311 7.••••••
,
1
,
P•••••• 40

The last time the Cardinals (now
25-9i had won a regional championship. current Mayfield juniors
Ben Brown and Scottie Thomas
were just starting school. But the
two played a large part in the Cardinals return trip to the Sweet Sixteen with their performances Tuesday night.
"It's the greatest feeling I've had
.r,ce football." said Browr who

,,....:erbacked the football Car- championship played two weeks
:o the state finak two out of earlier in Benton.
"Who can you say had a bad
the last three years and scored 18
points in Tuesday night's champ- ballgame for us?", Schlosser said.
ionship. "We're hoping to show "We just picked the right night to
people across the state that we're
have a great game. We shot phenonot just a football school."
menal....they would try to change
A. far as offensive execution defenses on us, but we did exactly
was concerned, the Cardinals, who what we had to do. I don't think
were Fourth District runners-up, we could have executed our
resembled the Mayfield gridiron offense any better had I been on
gr,nd-it-out offense, as they shot a the floor."
hlating 63(7, (27 of 43) in their
After missing their first four
patient. hme-con.uming offensive shots of the game, the Cardinals hit
S21.
on their next eight attempts in takoffensise execution and ing a 17-6 lead at the end of the
patience.- was what Mayfield head opening quarter. Leading the
coach Scott Schlosser said was the charge was Thomas, who took condifference between Tuesday night's trol inside early with 10 firstgame and the Fourth District quarter points.

"We knew we had to get up early and not let them get us down,"said Thomas, who finished the
night with a game-high 30 points
hitting on 13 of 15 shots. "We just
wanted to get out here and play as
hard as we could. The shots were
just dropping for me. that's the
shot coach wanted me to take and
it was open."
Brown said, "Coach told us to
slow it down, keep the crowd out
of it and run it when we had the
chance. That's what we did."
With Thomas working free
inside, Brown was able to get loose
for a couple of lay-ups past the
Marshall defense in building up the
lead.
(Cont'd on page 3B)
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Cardinals Worrell hoping to return from elbow surgery
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP)
— Todd Worrell has been out of
baseball so long, he's afraid the
fans won't recognize him.
"You get out of this game for
two years and you're a forgotten
item," he said.
Worrell's statistics have been
frozen since he blew out his elbow

in September 1989. He's still one
save shy of the St. Louis Cardinals'
career mark of 127 held by Bruce
Sutter.
Finally, after several missteps
and false optimism, he's ready to
pitch again. Finally, the Cardinals
can bring uniform No. 38 out of
mothballs and they're sure the

You Can Be A Member
For Only $28/month.
Come by and see
what our club is all
about. We guarantee
you'll like it.

pre 44

•
4
,7
/tat

.7

Health and Fitness Club
University Square • 759-9999

•

“Let me analyze sour
insurance needs Aith a free
Family Insurance Checkup.99

batters he faced. In his fifth, on
Tuesday, he had to be removed
after one-third of an inning due to
tightness in his forearm, an injury
not related to any of his previous
woes and one the Cardinals say is
not serious.
"It's not a really big deal,"
Worrell said. "This could happen

32-year-old right-hander is ready.
"He's never satisfied with himself, and that's fine," manager Joe
Torre said "But the other day he
threw a 90-mph fastball and a
95-mph slider, and the day after he
only had the normal stiffness."
In his First four appearances this
spring. Worrell retired the first 13

to anyone and I expect it to bounce
right back after a few days of
rest."
"I don't know why, but that
pitch is just a tremendous pitch for
me," Worrell said. "I'm putting it
on the outside corner and no one's
hitting it. Some guys are just barely
getting their bat on it."

Jordan (any surprise?)leads Bulls to
seventh straight with 40 against Nets
CHICAGO (AP)--They used to
call the Chicago Bulls a one-man
team. Against New Jersey, they
almost were.
Michael Jordan scored almost
half of Chicago's points in Tuesday
night's 90-79 victory over the
injured -riddled Nets at the Meadowlands. Eleven of his 40 points
came during an 18-0 fourth-quarter
run that clinched the Bulls' seventh
straight win and 10th in their last

11 games.
Jordan personally outscored the
Nets 13-9 in the final quarter, when
the Bulls held New Jersey to one
basket in the last nine minutes.
Al's a good thing for me to be
able to take over," Jordan said,
"but I don't want to rely on that
too much."
New Jersey, playing without
Derrick Coleman, Sam Bowie and
Kenny Anderson, took a 74-65 lead

BARa-B-Q

S
1,

BURGERS

wan v:ti) tell on a jumper by Drazen Petrovic, who finished with 26
points. But the Nets didn't score a
point in the next seven minutes as
Jordan went wild.
In addition to his big scoring
night, Jordan had 10 rebounds and
four assists.
"I've seen this a few times
before," said Chris Dudley, who
started in place of Bowie at center.
"When he gets going, you just say,
'Oh no!' You just try to slow him
down, but he's a great player. He
really took over the game."
In other games, it was New York
99, Orlando 86; Milwaukee 127,
Boston 106; Houston 100, the Leis
Angeles Clippers 92; Denver 118,
Sacramento 100; Phoenix 92, Dallas 81; Portland Ill, Minnesota 91;
and Golden State 119, Seattle 107.

If the Campbell basketball
players aren't talented, at least
they're entertaining.
They're following the players' manual line-by-line: "We
have to go in with the attitude that we can win," said
one player."
(I haven't heard, "They put
their pants on one leg at a
time like we do," but there's
still a few days left.)
True, the Camels (no kidding, that's really their nickname) should go into the
game feeling they have a shot
against top-ranked Duke,
because anything is possible ask Brett Roberts.
Campbell head coach Billy
Lee is probably putting his
team through its regular practices, but his players' minds
arc more likely on setting the
timer on their VCR's to
record the game or remembering to put pens in their socks
so they can get Christian
Laettner to sign their shirts
during the game.
Still, in a country that
allows a rock group like
Guns-N,-Roses to make money
off their music, anything can
happen.
On the other hand, if ever
there was a team "happy to
be here," it's the Camels.
Which isn't that bad of a
philosophy.
Murray State, with last
year's 79-89 loss to Alabama
still fresh oh their minds,
should get back to simple
goals.
Remember 1988 and the
team of Jeff Martin and Don
Mann. It was the Racers' first
trip to the NCAA since "The
Honeymooners" was
television's hit series. The
Racers went in as if the tournament were just icing on the
cake to an OVC championship.
.Result: They beat North
Carolina State and put a knot
in Larry Brown's shorts when
they took Kansas to the wire.
Two years later, Michigan
State's Jud Heathcote suffered
a coronary when the Racers
sent their first-round matchup
with Michigan State into
overtime. Again, the Racers
went in with no pressure and
performed well.
Then there was last year.
Many in Murray were looking for Murray to advance to
the second, even third round,
after they would beat Alabama. Murray sent its best
NCAA team yet to Atlanta
and fans, as well as players,
expected to be down there
more than one day.
Instead of coming out loose
and poised, the Racers laid an
egg on the Omni floor.
That talented and experienced team — Paul King,
Greg Coble, John Jackson,
Popeye Jones and Frank Allen
— had things too easy. They
were expected to win the
OVC's regular season and
tournament. They did both
rather easily, which made
them a little softer than in
their two previous trips.
That won't be the case this
year, however.
Murray State was picked
third in the league, mainly
because of a new coach —
Scott Edgar — and many new
JUCO faces. At one point
they were 3-9, taking a humiliating 40-point loss at
Missouri.
Yet they bounced hack with
(Cont'd on page 38)
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Miner, Edgar...

Actions& Reactions

(('ont'd from page 2B)

SCOREBOARD

me for all your family tn.su,
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance oompanies
Horn. Office: Bloomington, Illinois
Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.'

Memphis State's first trip to the
Bradley Center two weeks ago is
one the Tigers would just as soon
forget. A mediocre Marquette team
beat them 82-67. The Tigers are
led by forward Anfernee Hardaway, who averaged 17 points.
Georgia Tech is making its
eighth straight NCAA tournament
appearance.
Houston, led by swingman Sam
Mack, forward Craig Upchurch and
center Charles "Bo" Outlaw, has
won nine in a row after beating
Texas in the Southwest Conference

"All the coaches here are
involved in recruiting, but Scott
played a big part in my coming
here," said Arkansas senior guard
Lee Mayberry. "He's a great
recruiter and a good coach."
Pepperdine brings a 12-game
winning streak into its game with
Memphis State.
The Waves are led by 6-guard
Doug Christie, who averaged 19.4
points, and 6-8 forward Geoff Lear,
with 17 points a game.

.rSee

Jane Rogers 753-9627

weekly radio show Monday night.
It will be awhile before he's
heard from in Idaho, too. His team
will be the last of the eight to hold
a news conference at Boise State
University tonight.
Indiana (23-6) plays tournament
neWcomer Eastern Illinois (17-13)
in the final first-round game Thurs-

Calloway Middle School's seventh grade girls' basketball awards
were given at the annual basketball banquet. Award winners were:
(front row, from left) Brandy Fowler, Jennifer Shaffer, Chrissy Stubblefield — Coach's Award, Stephanie Ward, Tiffany Hale and Allison
Duke. (Back row) Patricia Greer — Academic Award, Misty Mason,
Missy Stubblefield, Jana Herndon — Captain's Award and Holly
Leslie. Not pictured: Tracy Blalock.

BOYS
1st Regdn — Mayfield 75 Marshall Co 62
2nd Ripon — University Hope 66. itoPlorwrillir 50
3rd Region — Owensboro 47. Muhlenberg North 44
Rueselrzille si
41h RWiton — Frankln-Simpeco
Sim Region — 'Arlon Co 52, Nielson Co 39
6th Region — Scot Co 104, Build East 76
9th Rogan — Cov Catholic 58. Cov Norms 56
11111 son'— Lea Catholc 79. Lax Tates Creek 66
12111 Region — Pule. Co U. las* Co 76
1 3111 Region — Clay Co 104. Corbin SO
tith Region — Knot Contra 73. Dice Combs 55
15111 Ron — Bury 78 Stab/ Valley 63
16th Rayon — Ashland Blazer 56 Boyd Co 54

day night.
If Indiana wins as expected,
Knight could go up against Dale
Brown's Louisiana State team in
the second round Saturday. To say
Knight and Brown aren't friends is
a major understatement.
But the two have one thing in
common. Both are coming off emotional bench displays and both are
not pleased with the recent developments involving their teams.

Mayfield...

a vengeance. Allen came alive
and played like someone put
elastic in his waistband, causing his shorts to stay up,
rather than travel south.
Jones actually began getting
the ball inside and players
like Maurice Cannon, Bo Walden and Scott Adams were
injected with new confidence.
After wrapping up the OVC
title the Racers closed out the
season comfortably. But
instead of coasting into the
tournament, they were hit with
thc vote.
The All-OVC team, player
of the year in particular, hit
the Racers like a sucker
punch. The went to Lexington
riled up and ready beat
someone, and everyone,
senseless.
Which brings us to Thursday's game against Arkansas.
Edgar and the Racers should
forget about pulling the upset.
For now, anyways. They need
to concentrate on playing their
game - reckless. Winning will
take care of itself, if they get
some breaks, as well as a tub
full of luck.
They need to get mad.
Frank Allen should get that
scowl on his face and then
pass that chip on his shoulder
around to the other players.
The Racer players shouldn't
shower, eat or drink anything
the day before the game, as
to put them in a foul mood.
The coaches, if they go into a
Milwaukee tavern, should order
an Anheuser-Busch beer
instead of a Milwaukee beer,
just to prove a point.
Their backs are to the wall

Wier

NO EFFORT
NO DRUGS
NO GUM

President U.S. Center to, Smoiung essa
tan: cert.:44),Z hyonciihe,east noted author
and lecturer. We neve one of the largest_
mast sLcoessful $too smolung seminars in
the world 20 yeas. 450,000 hypnotized to
date, with a 97% success 'atel

SEMINAR TIME
Only SnCI95 I
11 am. III 1 p.m. oomoist.
••Alr,
Doors Open
(or Regtstration
_ ASH CHECK
_ 30 Minutes Beforehand
544.95 ReguLany

Bring ail your cigarettes or other tobacco products. Presented as a public **moo by the U.S. Center for Smoking CeseistIon

IF YOU BRING 1 OR MORE PERSONS, YOU EACH GET 510.00 OFF REG. PRICE INSTEAD OF 55.00
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MICHAEL BANKS/Ledger & Times photo
Mayfield's David Fields is surrounded by Marshall defenders Bobby
Langhi (#42) and Jimmy Fraley.
would get as two Thomas free
throws, followed by Steven
Brooks' two charity tosses lifted
Mayfield to the 13-point lead.
"They're not dumb," Schlosser
said of his squad, who will play
Belfry in the first round of the state
tournament next week in Louisville's Freedom Hall. "They knew
they were going to have to have a
great game against them (Marshall)
to win...luckily, we did."

some havoc."
The Marshall five, made up of
junior varsity players, rallied as a
Kevin Driver bucket, Parker
3-pointer, Bobby Langhi inside
shot and two Dusty Pagel layups
narrowed the lead to 10, 51-41.
The Marshals rally continued
into the fourth quarter as a bucket
by Jimmy Fraley cut the lead to 9,
59-50, with 3:57 left, but that
would be as close as the Marshals

$100" over Invoice
ON OUR MOST POPULAR MODELS:

over Alabama. I usually don't
like to prognosticate, at least
not in public, but I will just
- this once:

and they've responded well in
that role all season, particularly on the road or neutral
Court.

At this time last year,
David Ramey predicted an
eight-point Murray State win

Cherokees
Conversion Vans
D-50
D-150
D-250 Cummings Diesel

5th Avenues
New Yorkers
Colts
Summits
Imperials

Duke over Carngbell —
easy.

Tax Consultation
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
and Tax Service
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Call Tony Page at 753-8107

753-4563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

APR
AVAILABLE

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

& Jewelry
Ward's Leather
Formerly of Hazel

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company,"

Gold, Diamonds. Turquoise,
Sterling Silver, Black I lills Gold
Hats, Tack, IWestern Wear, Boots, ,\\
Belts, Billfolds,, Ousters,
Handbags, Prints & Other gifts
Over 5(X) Buckles to Choose From
Bel Air Shopping Center • Murray
502-759-1616
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MARCH 28, SATURDAY
BEST WESTERN • PARIS
1297 E. Wood St. (Rt. 79)

Hypnosis will first
be demonstrated on
audience volunteers.
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ie. totally relaxeC. you kick the smoking Maart and leave
our Sen;inar as though you have never smoked beroze.
benefit from the latest most ultramodern techntdues and
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valuable seminar. Be free of stress and tobacco forever and
feel better than you have in years!
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HiCriKAOND. Ky (AP) — Parings lot the Kentudty
Gins State Basketball Toonement beginning today in

WITHOUT IRRITABILITY, WITHDRAWAL OR WEIGHT GAIN

Racers need...
(Cont'd from page 28)

GIRLS STATE TOURNEY

All *firms EST
Wednesday March 16
Ad., Co (24-6) vs Caldwell Co (26-1). 1 pm
Warren East (32,2) vs Dow lisigMs (21-10). 230
m
Les Henry Clay (31-1) vs Ashland Baia (25-5).
7 30 pm
Clay Co (29-4) vs Shelby Co (MS) 9 pm
TAUriday • Minh (9
Nicholas Co (20-3) vs Sheldon Clark (244), I p.m
Lou Southern (29-4) vs LOJ WM,(33-1). 2.30 p m
Monicello (25-7) vs Owensboro (20-9). 7.30 pm
Graves Co (32-4) vs Whitestsurg (32.2), 0 pm
Friday March 20
Adar Co .Caldwil Co wine( vs Warren East-Obi
Heights alma., 1 pm.
Lel Henry Clay-Ashland Blazer sumer vs Clay
Co -Shelby Co. winner. 230 pm
Nicholas Co -Sheldon Clant winner vs Lou SoJthernLou Mercy winnow 730 pm
Montic•Ilo-Owensboro winner vs Graves
Co -Whitest:mg winner, 9 pm
Saturday. March 21
Semilnais — 10 a m and 11 30 am
Championship — 8 pm

SOW ER SEMINARS GET RESULTS

(Cont'd from page 28)
"We were really able to get our
running game going, but I still
have to say that our defensive play
was the key in the game," Schlosser said.
With their pressing man-to-man,
Marshall struggled offensively as
they had only six field goal
attempts in the first period as Darren Boatright and Dusty Pagel's
3-pointers were the lone points.
"Their half-court man-to-man
pushed us out on the floor. They
got out on our wing shooters and
perimeter players and smothered us
inside," said Marshall coach Kirk
Chiles, whose squad ended the season at 22-12. "Mayfield's defense
was just great. I've thought all season that the best defensive team
would win the region and I feel
tonig_hiti, the best defensive team
won."1
After seeing Mayfield expand
the lead to 23-10, Marshall rallied
in late in the second quarter as two
free throws by Trevor Parker and
Todd Northcott, who finished the
night with 10 points, narrowed the
lead to 8, 34-26. But Brown's jumper with :13 left gave Mayfield the
double-digit lead back at the half.
The Cardinals virtually put the
game away at the start of the second half as they went on a 15-4 run
to go up 51-30 with 3:45 left, as
Chiles went to his "warriors'.
"Our J.V. warriors did a super
job of getting us back in the
game," said Chiles, who admitted
he wasn't satisfied with the effort
he was getting from his starters.
"Our little guys were able to cause

Aiumni Coliseum on me Eastern Kentucky University
campus

HIGH SCHOOL SCORES

Knightfuming...
(Cont'd from page 2B)
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RACER
ACTION
With Coach Scott Edgar and the
1992 Murray State Racers!

Racers vs. Arkansas

Thornton
Tile and
Marble

Thursday, March 19- 11:35 a.m.
MERCURY

1992 NCAA MEN'S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP

%lan.-fri. 8 to 4:30
Saturday 8-Noon

From All Your
Friends At

701 Main St. • (502)753.5273

SUNDAY

Kansas (26-4

grN
TACO'BEL

No 16 Howard (17-13

No. 8

Evansville (24_5

No 9

UTEP (25-6)

CATCH THE
ACTION!

\\
l
JL

ri
ri

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

FRIDAY
No 1

I

LINCOLN

MIDWEST REGION

753-5719

NJ IJ

GOOD
LUCK
RACERS!

J
NJ

753-8758
402 N. 12th
Murray

Dayton, Ohio
N7.,

Michoan State

5

Nc. '2 SV P." ss-2J-

'

There's No Place Like

HOMEPLACE
FAMILY
RESTARAUNT

NO 13

Kansas Cit)', Missouri
March 27 & 29

THURSDAY

*Country Ham
Breakfast
*Plate Lunch
*Buffet
*Bar-b-que
*Catfish Dinner
. 121 North • Murray

Best
of
Luck!

De..v.-a'e

SATURDAY

Nc 6

Me--V-.s* Sta!E

No 3

Arkansas (25-7,

No. 14 Murra- State

GARLAND
USED
CARS
510 S. 4th St.
7534541

17.12

CAR CARE
Nt1.,.auksee, Wisconsin

QUICKPRINT

'Tune-ups
'
Oil Changes
•Brake Work
•Mufflers
•General Service Work
'Alien Smart Engine
Analyzer"

7

No. 10

Houston (25-5)

No. 2

Southern Cal (23-5)

of murray
-Modern Technology
for
Today's Printing :Veeds"

arS'

No. 15 NE Louisiana (19-9)

759-4796
Southside Shopping
Center

MURRAY STATE RACERS BASKETBALL

6 am.- 10 p.m.
518 S. 12th St.

NCAA TOURNAMENT NEXT FOR RACERS: The 17-12 Murray State
Racers, who won the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament by defeating
Eastern Kentucky 81-60 in the title game at Lexington March 8, return to
action Thursday at Milwaukee againatathe 25-7 Arkansas Razorbacks in a
NCAA Tournament Midwest Regional first-round game Ti puff is 11:35 a.m.
CST in the 18,663-seat Bradley Center.The NCAA tournament appearance
is the third straight for kL4U,an automatic qualitier. Arkansas is making its
fifth straight NCAA tournament appearance. The Razorbacks received an
at-large bid Sunday,one day alter•90-89 lose to Alabama in the semifinals
of the Southeastern Conference Tournament at Birmingham, Ala . MSU is
the No. 14 seed in the Midwest Region and Arkansas comes in at No.3 as the
schools meet for only the third time. The series is tied 1-1, with the Racers
winning 43-40 in the 1937-38 season and the Razorbacks winning 52-30 in
40-41. Both games were played at Murray. Murray State is streaking,
having won 11 of its last 12 games and four straight. Arkansas had a sixgame win skein broken last Saturday.
MEDIA COVERAGE: CBS will televise the entire tournament, with Dick
Stockton (play-by-play) and Greg Keiser (color) handling the MSU•
Arkansas game. The Racer-Razorback contest may be seen in the Murray
area on KFVS-TV(Channel 12)and heard on WBLN Radio(103.7 FM). Neal
Bradley and Mark Hart WV WBLNs announcers. The game can also be
heard nationally on TRAMLINE by calling 1-800-858-2610.

753-1615
Monk Stallon
Owner

MSITS PROBABLE NCAA TOURNAMENT STARTERS: F Maurice
Cannon,6-3 Jr.,(13.6 ppg, 3.3 rpg,3.6 apg);F Scott Sivills,8-7 Jr.,(4.3 ppg,
3.7 rpg, 0.4 apg); C Popeye Jones, 6-8 Sr.,(21.2 ppg, 14.3 rpg, 2.4 apg); G
Frank Allen, 6-2 Jr.,(17.3 ppg, 2.9 rpg, 2.8 apg); G Cedric Gomm,6-0 So.,

J and S
CHEVRON
Open 7 Days
a Week

6111 SUPER SHELL

liDD

:THC

We'd like to have the opportunity to
show you what we mean.. With quality
protection and service call Kiday'

Keep Your Long
Distance Local
753-9131
Paducah (502) 444-0520
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

(9.6 ppg. 3.7 rpg. 2.9 apg).
MSITS PAST GAME SCORES IN THE NCAA TOURNAMENT: 1964(first
round Midwest Regional at Evanston,ill.)- Loyola (Ill.) 101, Murray State
91 1969(first round Midwest Regional at Carbondale,Ill.) Marquette 82,
Murray State 62. 1988(first and second round Midwest Regional at Lincoln,
Neb.)-Murray State 78,North Carolina State 75;Kansas 61,Murray State
68. 1990 (first round Southeast Regional at Knoxville, Tenn.) - Michigan
State 76, Murray State 71 OT. 1991 (first round Southeast Regional at
Atlanta, Ga.) - Alabama 89, Murray State 79.

AUTO CENTER

200 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6001

Mon.-Fri.
8-5

*Daily Specials
S60 Item Food & Sundae
Bar
5U.5.D.A. Choice Steaks cut
fresh daily

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
Bel-Air Center Murray .753-0440

YOUR BEST INSURANCE
Plicy is a Good
AGENT

"Service is our business"

1-800455-1608

TEAM COMPARISONS
Murray State
Arkansas
Scoring Average
84.3
90.4
Opponents
79.9
76.9
Field Goal Percentage
.463
.498
Opponents
462
448
4.6
3-Point Field Goal Made Per Game
5.8
5.3
Opponents
6.8
.739
Free Throw Percentage
.741
18.4
Free Throws Made Per Game
18.0
17.5
Opponents
13.7
42.0
Rebounding Average
38.9
34.8
Opponents
35.5
17.9
Turnovers Per Game
14.8
17.7
Opponents
19.0
8.3
Steals Per Game
10.6
7.7
Opponents
/
6.2
16.1
14.8
Assists Per Game

)
Go
Racers

PURDOM
THURMAN
& McNUTT

ar

KEY'S

PSIS aetl•
111•114•0114•

Sias Auto Insurance

Dsi NcIM, AM

753-5562
Hwy. 121 8. Mirray

107

A "eV

maple

5-

7534451

"Over IS Years Service"

Fitts Block
Ready Mix
East Main 753-3540
•

•

•

•••••.v

'

•
•
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CUNNINGHAM
Auto Repair

Specializing in automotive
computer repairs and electronic fuel injection and now
specializing in automotive heat
and air conditioning systems.
Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
619 h. 4th 7534631 Murray

.MO1.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m
Friday Edition
Wednesday :3 p.m
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
090
100
110

190
370
390
400
550

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
........... Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
380
410
540
560
570
240

Classified

:MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
‘rilCUIMI Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Alusical
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous
020

010

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

753-1916
280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

970
365
490
430
410
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

WNW
LOCAL business needs
full-charge accounting
clerk. Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040V, Murray, KY
42071.

RCA XL 100 color TV
$100 1974 Ford LTD
2 door, $300 759-4990 after 5pm
TAKING offers on a Pioneer Home Stereo, 150
watts per channel, tuner.
CD player, dual cassette,
turn table, 250 watt speakers, Call anytime,
753-6127

MILLIONAIRES MILL IO NA IR ES, PANG BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy.
190

Farm
Equipment
1948 MASSEY Ferguson
Excellent condition. $2500
753-6831 or 753-7702.

ULTRA LIGHT AIRP
LANES. Beaver, CGFS, &
Hawk Ultra Light dealer.
Lowest price anywhere. EiJ
Enterprises. 753-7581

Awardmasters,
Inc.

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
753 0966 P 0 GOT 1033 Murray

1

Challenging full-time opportunity: accountant with strong computer skills to
evaluate customer needs; make accounting software recommendations and provide on-site training. Candidate must
possess excellent communication skills.
Bring Resume including a complete and
current list of professional/personal references to: CBM Computer Center, 314
Main Street, Murray, Ky. No phone calls
accepted. All resumes are considered
confidential. Equal opportunity employer.

0°)
The family of
James Bass would
like to thank Miller
Funeral Home, Dr.
Quertermous, MCCH
& the nurses on second floor B for ail the
tender loving care.
The churches, neighbors & friends for the
beautiful flowers &
food, continuous care
staff for their help,
pallbearers, & last
but not least Bro. Kendrick Lewis.
Mrs. James Bass
Olin

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than 2%
'Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
'In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
'Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance"

McConnell
Insurance Agency
HopkinsvIll• Fed. Savings, Building

753-4199

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD, green or seasoned 753-5476.

GOOD used refrigerator,
avocado color, runs good
Kerosun kerosene heater.
Phone 492-8535 after 5pm

503 George McClain Dr.
Benton, Ky. 42025

OAK and hickory. $27.50
delivered or $22 50 pickup 436-2778.

IBM PSI system computer. OAK, no bark. $20 pickedFor more information, call up. $25 delivered. Murray.
436-5560.
POSTAL JOBS Murray area. 759-4070
$23,700 per year, plus bene- LONG straight prom dress,
220
fits. Postal camera, sorters, size 8, including shoes and
clerks. For application and costume jewelry. White tea
Musical
exam information, call length prom dress.
1-219-736-9807, ext. P-3482. 435-4443 after 6pm.
NICE piano,just tuned, tea
Ram-8pm, 7 days.
NICE and clean stove, re- sonably priced. Electric gui
RECEPTIONIST for travel frigerator, washer, dryer. tar with amplifier
agency. Part-time, possibly Guaranteed to work. 759-9334
full-time. All replies will be 354-8528.
SOUNDDESIGNS, James
kept confidential. Send reC. Gallimore Electric. Prosume to P.O. Box 1040A, PORTABLE,lighted sign w/ Logic Theater systems and
letters, $349. Free delivery
Murray KY 42071.
Plastic letters, $47.50 box Whole House stereo systems. 759-1835.
WENDY'S is now accept- 1-800-533-3453.
ing applications for manager and assistant manager
POND STOCKING
for the western Kentucky
"dr
or
area. 2 years restaurant
FISH SALE
management experience
Channel Catfish, Hybrid BluegIll, Large Mouth
preferred. Send resume'
Bass, Black Crappie, Fathead Minnows.
with references to Andrew
Now Is The Time For Stocking
Jordan, 303 Sheila Dr.,
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Lynn Grove Feed & Seed, Inc.

4Pic

Murray,

Help
Wanted

040
Situation
DAY waiter or waitress, ex
Wanted
perience preferred. Apply
in person, Seafood Ex- WANTED Alterations to do
press, Olympic Plaza, in my home 753-1379
Murray
WILL clean houses and ofFIRST Christian Church of fices Reasonable rates
Mayfield has opening for 753-8994
Choir Director Please send
resume to P 0 Box 799,
100
Mayfield, KY 42066
Business
FULL -Time presser
Opportunity
needed Paid holidays and
other benefits, Apply in per- 100,000+ Pcr year potential
son at Boone's. 605 Main vending buffered aspirin. You
can sten with less than $7500
St
Call FAST PHARMACEUTKY Certified Nurse Aid, 7-3 ICAL,
24
hrs.
shifts
and 3-11
Salary ne- 1-800-253-7631.
gotiable Apply in person,
9-5, Mon-Fri Haws Memor- IMAGE Consulting Love
ial, Holiday Lane, Fulton, your job/ Forbes top 20
seeking individuals for fl/pt
KY
career. Training in color
POSITION available for analysis, glamour, fashion
full-time cook, experience and/or corp seminars
Rerequired Part-time counter sume, mail to Image
Conclerk Apply in person, sulting, Route 6
Box 88,
9arn-5pm, Mon-Fri at Pion42071,
KY
or call
Murray
eer Convenience Mart in
753-0222/1-800-737-0222
Lynn Grove

.
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56.00

10.00 20.00
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15.00 30.00

20:00 40.00
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Ky.

Thursday March 26th 10:30-11:30 a.m.

THE FISH TRUCK, INC.
Jonesboro, Arkansas

OB RN & OB TECH
Lourdes Hospital is now accepting applications for
full-time and part-time 013 RN and OB Tech.
Registered Nurse must be licensed in the state of
Kentucky with at least one year OB experience.
OB Tech must be graduate of Surgical Tech
program with one year experience. Addibonal
experience as Health Unit Coordinator preferred.
For more information contact Amaryllis Chandler,
Recruiter, at 444-2877 or 1-800-633-1178 (In KY)
or 1-800-626-5435.

72.00 80.00

50.00 60.00

Day Prepaid

Reader Ads:
25ie per word WOO minimum 1st day.
Ss per word per day for each additional consecutive

day.
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Cuide.)..
$'2.00 extra for blind box ads.

PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661.

Miscellaneous
COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments and hobbies. We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars, coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money. r
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center) and Treasure House
(Southside Manor), also at
Toonerville Trolly Antique
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton). We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates. CHRISTOPHER'S COINS,
753-4161.
2;61
Business

14x70, 1984 MONTEGO
2br, 2 full baths, gas heat
central stereo system
large kitchen with bay win
dow and center island
Large livingroom, lots of
cabinet space, extra nice.
759-1466 after 5pm.
1980, 12x60, PRESIDEN-*
TIAL. 2br, includes new refrigerator, new front door
and storm door. Deck and
underpinning, meter pole.
Excellent condition.
502-628-3778.

CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 200
amp. $375 100 amp $325.
435-4027.
OUR Pledge-When you
compare quality, insulation,
options and set-up, you will
find that we will have the
very best value for your
housing dollar. Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc., Hwy 79
East, Paris, TN.
1-800-642-4891 One of
the Southeasrs oldest and
largest home centers
TRAILER for sale 2br,
need work Must be moved
489-2368 after 6pm

Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR, 2 bath, 7 miles east o
Murray Call Linzy Beane
residence 436-2582
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

LOT for rent in Mobile
Home Village, water furnished, $70/mo Coleman
RE, 753-9898

EDE
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HOUSE with a few acres in
Calloway County
436-5661 after 5pm

'
-7 11
Stier
4"

LIKE new, 2bdrm brick dopies with garage, dishwasher, W/D hookup No
pets 753-7688 or
759-4703

Apartments
For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. new downtown Murray. 753-4109

NEW 2br duplex located on
Northwood Drive. Call
753-1266 between
8:00arn--5:00pm, ask for
Paulette

2BR, 2 bath deluxe duplex,
garage, gas heat, appliances, Michelle Dr. Doleman RE, 753-9898

NEW 2br duplex, gas heat,
located on Northwood Dr.
$400/010 , deposit and references required.
28R apartment, ap- 753-4873 after 130pm
pliances, washer/dryer TAKING applications for
furnished. No pets. Deposit section 8 rent subsidized
and lease required New apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedConcord, KY. 436-5401.
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts.
2BR Duplex, nice, central Hardin, Ky or call
H/A, deck, appliances. Col- 502-437-4113 EHO
eman RE, 753-9898.
340
2BR duplex, carport, storHouses
age shed, w/d hook-up.
For Rent
$300/mo. 498-8977
3BEDRM, 1 bath, 2miles
evenings.
east on 280. $290/mo plus
ATTRACTIVE, unfurn- deposit. No pets. 753-7415
ished, efficiency apart- or 753-0780.
ment. Deposit required,
good location, reasonable FOR rent or sale, 313 N.
rent, no pets. 753-1817 af- 5th 2Br house, $350/mo
Gas heat, central air,
ter 6pm.
753-5292

RJR HOME REPAIRS

N,

General Repairs, Paintng ana Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

toLlos
tkc'

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

RADIOLOGY DIRECTOR
A

growing Radiology Department at
Parkway Regional Hospital in Fulton,
Ky. has an immediate opening for a
Director of Radiology.
Excellent working conditions and benefits.

Send Resume To:
Administrator
Parkway Regional Hospital
2000 Holiday Lane
Fulton, Ky. 42041
EOE

VF
vik.w •
,$)f4t.,,744-4

HERMAN'S MEAT
PROCESSING
Paris, TN.

260

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

LOURDES HOSPITAL
1530 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH, KY 42002

EXTRA large lbr, large
kitchen/breakfast room,
large LR, full bath and patio, water/sewer, garbage
pick-up and heat furnished.
Also available, 1 and 2br,
COMMERCIAL property,
917 Coldwater Rd. For- some utilities paid.
merly Juanita's Florist. De- 753-4012 or 753-8756
posit and references re- HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
quired. Terms and lease KY, is now renting. You
negotiable 753-6069
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled. New 1 and 2br
110
units. 502-527-8574 for
more information. Equal
Want
Housing Opportunity
To Rent

1986, 14x56, 2br, 1 bath,
central H/A, all electric,
screened -in porch, outbuilding. Located in Coach
Estates. 759-1756.
1991, 16x80 CHAMPION,
Concord Classic. 3br, 2
baths, large rooms, lots of
storage and cabinet space,
vaulted ceilings, ceiling
fans. Includes livingroom
furniture, central H/A,
kitchen appliances, decks,
underpinning. 759-9220.

Apartments
For Rent

20'x30' COMMERCIAt
space on U S 641 North
near Shoney's Call John
Downs at M T G ,
753-4000

1985, 14x70, EXTRA nice,
2br, 2 full baths, with
sunken tub, end bay windows, stereo system, ceiling fans. Furnished, including washer and dryer, central H/A unit, back deck.
front porch, steps, underpinning. 759-4533.

205

.
Or .‘Z:17

.

435-4415

CHECK OUR PRICES AND ORDER NOW
Container, will be provided • Call: 1-800-264-6371

.

'

6.4.00

70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00
-4
4
45.00 60.00 75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00
-t54.00 72.00 90.00 108.00 126.00' 144.00. 162.00 180.00
t
60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00. 160.00' 180.00 200.00,
30.00 40.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per

Sericite!
4000 FORD Tractor for
sale, or trade for smaller
PRIVATE Investigato
tractor, Good condition. 1
D.B.A. Confidential Investi
tilt bed trailer, 1 small
gations, Southside Shoptrailer. 492-8622.
ping Center, Suite #102,
FORD Series 352, 4-row, Murray, 753-2641.
no till planter. $1000.
270
753-9840.
Mobile
Homes For Sale

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

Knights of Columbus Hall

8.00

Business
Rentals

PROM Dress Size 8, fushia
with ruffles and sequins
759-1867

IELP WANTED

KY 94 west to Johmy Robertson Road,
south to Sq Halo Road. right on Su Hale Road 'rnhte

35.00 , 40.00, 45.00 50.00

Articles
For Salo

753-1713

IDoors open at 6 001

25.00 30.00

320

Business
OPPodurlitY

Ward•Elkins

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

15.00 20.00

3"

Ina

Marshall Co.
Hospital

10"

10.00

3

6

9"

5.00

18.00 36.00

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

7'
8"
_ ..

6"

'Z'

.

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
590

VCR Service

Card
of Thanks

2

5"

"

1"

TRANSPORTATION

Call
492-8586

030

(All 3 Ada Must Run Within 8 Day Period.)
$1.75 per column inch extra for Tuesday.
Days

120..
230
250
290
530

LOCAL family business for
sale. Basic inventory and
customer base list. Retiring
Bide will be received in the office of Judge/
and moving from this area
For more details, call
Executive George H. Weaks in the Calloway
753-8161 after 5pm or
County Courthouse for No.9M and Riprap,
Dark Fire Cured, 13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- leave messate at
RS-2, AE-200 and Primer. Bids to be in by
NEED a job? A 492-8349
Dark Air Cured INGS.
, April 14, 1992 by 1:00 p.m. Materials will be
GED? Hope for the future?
'according to Kentucky Highway SpecificaYou may quality if:'You do
or Burley
110
tions.
not have your GED or high
Tobacco
Base.
March 16, 1992.
school diploma, 'You are
Instruction
between the ages of 16 &
George H. Weaks, Judge/Executive
Lessions
21. We are an E.O.E This PIANO
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky
project is funded by the 435-4573
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
1-10
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
Want
•
-"AURORA
Pizza
Magic
0211
9 3 7 8 ,
To Buy
Open all year at 5pm 7 5 3
Closed Mon and Tues. 8a.m.-11:30a m.
ANTIQUES by the piece o
Nodes
4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9 , PHARMACIST West Ken- collections. Call 753-9433
1-800-649-3804
tucky Home Therapeutics has after 5pm.
a need for a pan-time and
MEDICARE
CASH for mobile home
on-call pharmacist that may
SUPPLEMENT
tires $7-$12 each
lead
to
a
full-6
position.
INSURANCE
527-2932
Please submit resume to:
No age limit
WKHT, 3038 Lone Oak TOP dollar for junk cars and
to apply.
Road, Suite 4, Paducah, KY trucks 759-4836 or
Rent-A-Car
Our • most popular
42003, Attn: Pharmacy Mana- 436-5322
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255
plan pays up to
ger, or call, 502-554-4663.
USED and antique furni100% of Medicare
ATTENTION STUDENTS.
ture, glass, tools, quilts.
Approved charges
College Scholarships availSpears U Say-it vinegar
(many policies pay
able for Jr. and Sr. High
NASCAR
jars.
4 74 - 2 26 2
a,
School Students. Call now
only 20%). We even
901-642-6290.
Collectibles
for recorded information.
pay on office calls
Full time RN needed
1-502-886-2534.
WANT to buy Civil War,
and other out of hosMatchbox Team
immediately. Current
World War I & II, pictures,
pital expenses. For
Haulers
alive Ky. Nursing
guns, swords, documents,
free information
uniforms and equipment.
License required, ACL5
Convoys and Cars.
Call:
Call 753-3633, ask for
certification
preferred.
Jerry McConnell
Racing Champions.
Larry.
WIfoga pot:04=41
Positions available Insurance
Cards - Hats
1111111.00111,11
Emergency
Room
'WOW 111101111111•11
RN
2
753-4199
150
NASCAR Press
p.m.-10 p.m. shift, ICU
ALLIANCE
"free local
MALES. TBABSTO LINTERS
Articles
TRAcio.
RN 6 p.m.-6 am. shift,
T
claim service"
Guide
For Sale
Accute Care RN 6 p.m.BASSINET, new. Infant
6 am. shill, Longterm
NOW Open. Lakeview
bed rail. Car seat Carriage.
Care LPN 10 p.m.-6
Crafts, 9am-7pm,
Other items, excellent conam.
436-5227. Located at Koch
Inside Lookofsky
dition. 759-4168.
Call
Road and Lakeview Resort
Sporting Goods
Personnel Office
FAX machine, Dex Express
near Cypress Springs
lAayfleld, Ky.
2500 by Fujitsu and 2 Smith
at 527-1336 or
Restaurant.
247-2755
Corona XD 7700 Word Prosend resume to
cessing typewriters
M-F 8-5 SaL 8-1.
759-2563

'
r--sck i

Effective Jan 2 1991

Display Ads
40^4 Discount 2nd Run, 60" Discount 3rd Run.

060

WANTED
TO BUY

Classified Ad Rates

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

Roden

JNYTTATION TO BID

AN
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately BO corrections can be made

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

14*

Legal
Notice

PAGE 58
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4Kt
4141""

•IP-

Open And Ready To Serve You
With Your Slaughtering And
Processing Needs
Beef, Pork and Deer
Booking Dates Open
One Mile North of Paris City Limits
On Old Murray And Paris Road
Open 7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Call Collect 901-644-3219
Ronnie Herman- Owner/Operator

•t
i.
414;
A%s

PAGE AB
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CLASSIFIEDS
Used
Cars

Boats
& Motors

1985 PONTIAC Grand Am
4cyl maroon 354 8985 be
fore noon 474 2211 after
noon

WAYNE Darnell Marine
Complete boat and motor
repair and service All work
guaranteed Fiberglass
specialist Buy, sell or
trade Used boats motors
and traders Salvage parts
I mile from Murray on Hwy
94E 753-0079

Pubes
Sale
NICE 2br brick dining
room, family room, and car
port Plus garage East of
Almo 437 4386

FARRIS Auceon Company
W Dan Farris, Auctioneer
P0 Box 149, Hazel. KY
(502),.492 8796/8795 We
appraise and sell d all

BARKLEY Lake home,
very private 4 acres 1400
waterfront $175 000
502 821-7911

COLSON Lawn Service
Professional mowing and
trimming Guaranteed lowest rates $15580 per
most yards
month
2 5 2 5 ,
4 8 9
1 800 638 3921

Service.
Offered

Service'
Offered

Sonless
Oland
PLUMBING - Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492 8816

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance. Electrical - Cleaning Serer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-61 1 1 office,
753-0606 after 5pm.

WILL do mowing and light
hauling 753-4355
WILL do plumbing, installa
Don and repairs All guaran
teed 753-4355, 753-1134

PROFESSIONAL Lawn
HEY Look at Me, Quality 1986 98 OLDS loaded
Care & Maintenance Mow- TENNESSEE River Insula- WILL mow yards Reason
home on White yr/navy blue interior
New
abounds
431
trimming, hauling, tion Decrease your utility able rates Free estimates
30pm
ing,
5
after
large wooded lot 3br. 2 492-8159
CONSTRUCTION
Real
landscaping No job too big bills with adequate insula, 753-7032 before 3 30prn
bath, large carport, central 1986 MERCURY Topaz
Houses, additions, framing
Estate
38R 2 bath condo in 4.jr
or too small Lowest prices Don All types of insulation, YARD landscaping w/20
buy
Super
heat/air
gas
Tripp Williams, 753 0563
LS. one owner, sever ve
old and new homes. Free
ray for sale or lease 9000 SO FT commercial
in town Free estimates
Professional Real Estate
years experience Breaking
sin
estimates. 901-642-9174.
blue cloth interior, loaded
leave
753 3293
759-4415,
SOrVIC8
Painting
Call
DELK'S
building with 4br brick 759 1591
Nights
and disking gai dens, bush
Services
69,xxx miles. new tires Call
estifree
extenor,
message
Interior
H/A,
THE Gutter Co Seamless hogging No jobs too big or
753 7955
CREEKVIEW Self storage home, partial central
Offered
753-5904
mates 18yrs experience
aluminum gutters, variety too small 436-5430
earehouses on Center or will rent commercial
G stripping
REFINISHIN
RECOM
HIGHLY
A1A LANDSCAPING and Mayheld 2479616
1986 TOYOTA Corolla
of colors Licenced, in
woodworking
Drise behind Shoney's building 437-4145
custom
ranch
room
8
MENDED.
YARD mowing, trimming
tree removal Tree and DOWNS Home Improve
753 9208 after 4pm
sured Estimate available
$20 $40,mo 759-4081
753-8056
HAVE 5 qualified buyers with a floor plan you will
fobs Hauling, mulch,
odd
shrub trimming, mulching
759-4690
ment Anything from re
gravel, dirt, sealing drive
GROWERS Mini Ware- desiring nice 3br, 2 bath love Large MBR with 1989 BERETTA GT 32 is x x and hauling. major and mi
ROCKY COLSON Home
additions
small
to
modeling
dressing room, bath, and miles loaded red Sell or nor groundskeeping
houses Space available. home in or dose to Murray
Repair Roofing, siding, THERMALINE Replace- ways Free estimates
to your home 13yrs experCall Boil Fandrich at MTG
walk in closet 2 additional take over payments
753-3808
painting, plumbing, con- ment Windows Custom- 436-5501
492 8254
ience, all work guaranteed
753-4000
bedrooms and bath in other 753 0385 before 3 30pen or
Free estimates Call built. easy-dean Senior ci- YARD mowing, landscapcrete
NORTHWOOD Storage
Al TREE Service Stump Call Kyle at 7534418 after 474-2307
tizens discounts 759-4433
wing Great kitchen with leave message
Prop
Lake
KENTUCKY
ing, tree trimming, and tree
ow has available a 16x24
removal and spraying Free 3pm for a free estimate
the
all
and
after 3pm
cabinets
extra
unit with electricity erty 2BR mobile home, builtens Sun room and 2 1989 FORD Escort. 39 000 estimates 753 0906 after
removal Free estimates
ROGER Hudson rock haulre
finishing,
DRYWALL,
completely furnished 3
$4100
$35 mo 753 2905
gravel, sand, dirt, drive- SUREWAY Tree & Stump Tim Lamb, 436-2528
ing,
5pm 759 9816 753 0495
Call miles 4 speed
$79.500
garage
car
blow
pairs, additions and
lots central heat, boat
762-6317 after 6pm keep
way rock 753-4545, Removal Insured with full SHEETROCK finishing.
Kopperud Realty for de
shed 75 Oldsmobile WaAAA Additions Decks, ing ceilings 753-4761
line of equipment Free es
trying
755-6763
MLS*
tails. 753-1222
textured ceilings Larry
gon 15 boat 25hp motor
vinyl siding carpentry
timates Day or night.
electric,
for
LICENSED
Chrisman 492-8742
1989 PONTIAC Bonneville work house and floor levelSAM'S Yard Service Mow- 753-5484
15 camper All together. 3960
Installarefrigeration
gas,
LE loaded extra clean
ing, trimming, hauling
ways 40+ years
drive
ing,
estiClothes
HUDSON Company Sad $12 500 or will sell sepa
Free
Your
Bring
JUST
tion and repair
$7800
one owner
753-1598 Free estimates
436 2664 or
experience Free estidles Bridles & Horse sup rately
For the lake lover 4br, 2 753 0913 after 5pm
mates 753-7203
collect
Call
9315
mates
835
502
plies 753 4545 759-1823
bath brick/siding home
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
3
FENCE sales at Sears
753 6763
Wet bar in family area All 1990 FORD Taurus SHO, 901.247-517
Repair, replacement, new
KOPPERUD REALTY ot753-2310
Sears
Call
now
27.000 miles, 5 speed
installation, pumping, sewALL Round house and yard
ters a complete range of appliances, nearly all furry
for
your
for free estimate
Extra nice
CUSTOM 10TCNEN CABINETS
ers, footings, basements
maintenance Mow, trim
Real Estate services with a lure to remain and more 2 loaded
needs
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
435 4250
Backhoe-loader service
clean gutters, rake yard,
wide selection of quality car garage. 1 2x27 work
All Types Of:
CLEAN- BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515
shop Includes 20' Harris
all prices
homes
1990 PONTIAC Sunbird trim bushes, haul trash, FREE SPRING
deck
large
Boat
Woodworking
work.
Pontoon
Custom
Gutters,
construction
ESTIMATES
ING
free
toll
small
753 1222
LE 4 door grey, psrpb, air,
3W1< old St Bernard pup
SEWING machine repair
Fantastic view of lake Pr
Ext
vehicle maintenance Free bush and tree removals,
HOME
800-251
1
sharp
extra
stereo
am,lm
pies Big friendly dogs
Kenneth Barnhill
iced to sell quick Proles
estimates Call Scott hauling, planting, pruning,
711L
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
753-5216
753-2674
$200 901-782-3513
sional Real Estate
mulching, mowing, etc Call
753 1235
'Drop by & see our showroom
Ltd
RE
Properties
MAX
Nights
759 1591
CAR Stereo Installation
Jerry at 753-0611
DAISY Grooming Satur
409 SuNSURY MURRAY iBwwd Bunny awad)
STORAGE Buildings,
CarpenBuilders
ALPHA
Dailey.
Paul
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
753-7955
753-311•0
day by appointment Bob Perrin
8x10, as low as $500
Bob Haley Bel Air Center
Musis, Murray•s Alpine Car try, remodeling, porches, FULL Service Lawn Care
753 7819
buildtypes
all
and
Decks
two
Neat
EDI
REDUC
JUST
driveCity or county, free esti1 502 753-SOLD
Audio Specialist, Dixieland roofing, concrete,
ing and 'remodeling
bedroom home perfect as Center, 1 hlusk from %1St' ways, painting, mainte- mates 436-2744
DALMATIONS for sale 6 1 800-369-5780
759-1039 or 474-2318, ask
first home or retirement
*As old $150 435-4414
estimates
Free
etc
nance,
dorms
GALLOWAY Roofing Spe- for Matt
home Fireplace with hea
489-2303
HAVE an obedient sate
cializing in new roots, re
talator Detached garage
Lots
dog for show or home
.19S
AL'S hauling, yard work, roofs, and tear -offs
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
area
workshop
large
with
For Sale
C.'easses a private lessons
work
Free
mowing
Center. cleaninged
removal,
Guarante
Service
tree
Con
*3827
MLS
$39.500
Seriee Murray for over
estimates 759-1683
servicing $15, most repairs
502-75.3-7941
Vans
Realty
Kopperud
tact
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
Prestigious
HOMESITESIll
12yrs 436 2858
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
753-1222
plumb
Repair
REPAIRS
E
Voyager
GENERAL
APPLIANC
1992 PLYMOUTH
Area Turn at Woodgate
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
veHITE Cockahel *large sign on Johnny Robertson
Factory trained by 3 major mg, roofing, tree work
NEAR univerety Small but SE van only 1200 miles
753-0530
.
-Fri
Mon
4520
$75
759
:age
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
manufacturers Most parts 436-2642
Road County taxes city spacious 2 or 3br, newly loaded like new, way be
All
truck
1986
my
on
stock,
cost
in
low
dealers
utilities Eight new homes
$29.000
decorated
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
WEST Ky Aluminum Put
GERALD WALTERS
110
Astro Van $2700 1977 El work and parts warranted
Paul Dailey RE MAX
753-8642
vinyl siding, paint- an end to costly painting
Roofing,
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Pubic
Ask for Andy at The ApCamino nice $1950
753-7653
ing Free estimates 18 and draft windows with AlOUR Home of the Month
Saito
pliance Works, 753-2455
753-0603
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
years experience Local re- coa Siding and Certain
Exceptional home features
Ise
Wint
Teed Replacemen
APPLIANCE SERVICE ferences 489-2267
For a Job Done Right Because We
3br 2 bath . family room.
Farms
dows. Bill Speed.
Kenmore Westinghouse.
on two nicely
dining
formal
Guarantee Ow Work.
Sears
By
G
GUTTERIN
For Sale
492-8103
Whirlpool 30. years exwoocieo lots You'll apprecv
residential and comSears
Hopper.
perience Bobby
WANT to buy Good farm ate the low v.:ley bills and
mercial continuous gutters
Fri. & Sat.
1977 GMC Truck, a-c. pis/ 436 5.848
arid up to 100 acres
the special features inside
installed for your specificaml
low
Proengine
350
beauty
into
the
pb
Spring
759-9439
March 20th 1 21Si
A TO Z Services General tions Call Sears 753-310
tess.ona, Real Estate, leage Good sound old
14%1
Rain or Shine
, electrical, for tree estimate
contracting
Nights, truck 753 8161
759-1591
Hazel, turn left at bank.
ses
plumbing roofing carpen- HADAWAY Construction
Enterpri
753-7955
Homes
UM at stop sign to
1986 FORD Bronco II
try, yard and house mainte- Home remodeling, paintSale
For
( arpentri. brick.
Calloway St, right on
759 4936 after 5pm
nance Free estimates All ing wallpaper, carpentry,
OWNER Anecus to Sell
IN ME CL4SSIREDS1
some. hint k,
work guaranteed Call floor covering No job too
Super Location Quality 3
Calloway.
2BR all new appliances
Whether you're in the
1986 MAZDA B2000,
759 9047 after 3pm
i-i ill tilt' and olinplete
items,
newly decorated Good or 4br home on two wooded 5-speed w/air, $2700
Household
market lot • washing
small 436-2052
starter home excellent lots Central gas heat'air, 753-2171
cur10'1'1(1,01'ms
Tupperware,
and
machine or a gym set,
Service
BACKHOE
plumbdo
will
garcar
2
HANDYMAN
closets
walk-in
Viee
1108
d
neighborhoo
tains. lots of misc
Hauling Drrveways found- ing electric and carpentry
you'll find It in
or
4-6
5112-489-2
gar24x24
swb,
new
a
plus
Ranger,
age
1989 FORD
345 2681
septic systems,
and
ations
rates
le
Reasonab
blue
-489-2982
age workshop at an unbe- arretm stereo
new or repair Best prices 753-0596
3BR 1 bath, newly decor- lievable price Better Hurry
753 5216
and results Call 759-1039
ated brick home in excel- Professorial Real Estate,
HOME Repairs Will do carlent neighborhood Nicely 759-1591
Nights,
BACKHOE Service ROY pentry, painting, plumbing
510
shaded fenced -in back- 753-7955
driveHILL Septic system,
and electrical 436-2575 afyard Carport eestorage
ways hauling foundations ter 5pm
Campers
area Priced to sell For SOLD OUT, A great time to
etc 759 4664
call list you, norre Most of my 1976 COACHMAN 22
appointment
INSULATION Blown In By
Wed.-Sat.
listings have been sold or Camper Self-contained, BILL Musser Yardwork,
753-5904 leave message
Sears TVA approved
Paul
contract
fencing
under
treetrimming.
rote air, gasrelec refriger
Mar. 18th-21st
Save on those high heating
ALOT cf house for only Daley ,
THURSDAY, MARCH 19, 1992
RE/MAX, ator new rubber dual axle
436 2043
and cooling bills Call Sears
for
perfect
50(1
House
$29
p.m.
9 a.m.-5
753-7653
apm
after
759-1628
BJ ENTERPRISES Home 753-2310 for free estimate
the handyman Has four
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
Fox Meadows
repair, electrical. carpentry JAMES C
bedrooms hardwood STOP paying rent Seven 23FT Jamboree mini mo
Gallimore
condidate
of birth,call 1-9M-988-7788. Your phone company w ill hill you 95 cents
Ideal
hvc
too
job
room house
eoors TVA insulation,
painting, rooting No
tor home Fully self con
Electric Fast. efficient,
E-7
a
tion Vinyl-stone exterior
woodstoves MLS* 3901
minute.)
tamed generator, micro- small 753-7581
service
courteous
T.:ontact Kopperud Realty. Minimum upkeep Immediwave. & awning 17XXX
Rain or Shine
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE ings come your way. CommunicaBLOCK, brick, concrete fin- 759-1835
753 1222
ate posession Low down actual miles 753 5447 afYEAR OF YOUR LIFE: tions are noteworthy and reliable.
NEXT
footishing
Basements
payment Monthly pay
KITCHEN CABINET REter 5pm
your way now, thanks to Timely trips or letters will improve
go
ings, garages drives. COVERY existing doors &
Things
rent
than
less
merits
5 walks 30yrs experience frames with woodgram for
seats
Tub)
to make commit- your money situation. Listen to the
(Hot
SPA
willingness
your
75.33690
adults. 35* deep 2hp, 13yrs in Murray area
networking helps views of a clever associate.
Extensive
ments.
all colors Free esti2-speed pump 3 standard 753 5476 Charles Barnett mates Wulff s Recovery
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22r
you land a coveted job or important
and 2 whirly jets ozonator
al: orands, window air conditioners
travel proves highly reBusiness
436-5560
fior
Murray
emotional
An
in
June.
client
Y,
framing,
CARPENTR
cover, steps, 15 months
washers - dryers
freezers
. egereers
rewarding now.. Be soand
freshing
late
by
occurs
gh
roofing, foundations
al
O
breakthrou
nalSERLAWN
BRYON S
old $3000 cash and carry 436-5598
.._ 7...`•• aves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges
could learn something
you
and
ciable
lifestyle
new
a
Adopting
summer.
VICE Free estimates
turn 753-3488
SUZUKI RN 250 1989
Factory Authorized Repairs -For:
next fall will improve your image to your advantage.Go(x1 luck is yours
CHARLIE Davidson All 489-2691 after 5pm
753-4832
and boost yourself-esteem. A creative in obtaining favors.
Tappen-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
types of rooting and re- LAWN MoSvINC. II you
YAMAHA Tri Z 250 three
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
rubber
down
Torch
pairs
project comes to fruition in DecemGuaranteed
dependAre
is
Repairs
who
'All
want someone
wheeler, great shape
be wondering about an unusual
may
roofing -753 5812
publicizon
advice
expert
Seek
ber.
able, reasonably priced, and
489-2471
at work for the first time.
situation
hment.
ing a stunning accomplis
please
16 CHECKMATE 200hp ('HI t Chim Chimney will do the job right,
roll over any stones w hen
not
Better
a
to
off
1993
gets
Referromance
753-6986.
at
Happy
David
call
10%
calsenior
has
die
Evinrude Fish and Ski Sweeps
answers. Gossiping w 'lb
for
looking
available.
start.
ences
flying
Amu
Many new items $3200 ./en discounts We sell chimco-workers would be a mistake.
your
ON
BORN
TIES
ney caps and screens
CELEBRI
%Mow
362 8746 after 5pm
Cleaning
LEE'S Carpet
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
435 4191
THIS DATE:actresses Glenn Close
For all your carpet and upEXPERT repair on factory 1975 RANGER with 1977
challenge may be in the offing.
new
Bruce
actor
Andress,
Ursula
and
call
cleaning,
holstery
haullight
Up
and
Fully CLEAN
stereos 1 -day service on Mercury 150
you are in top form! This is
Luckily,
Roth.
Philip
author
estimates
Willis.
Free
753-5827
Free estimates
most Installation 1, price
equipped excellent eXMCli ing
time to reach profitable
for
excellent
an
certified
19):
I
ARIES (March 2 -April
Bears Audio and World of tiOn Must see to appreci 436-2102 Closed on Dupont
Stainmaster
Saturdays
Cultivate new alliances: they are agreements. Making money is easier
753-1107, ate
Garage kept
Sound
Thi

For Fiera
Or lease

1"---.01dit
"
401

.12,./ Smith Masonry &
mamm
- w- Home Improvement
"m

3-Party
Yard Sale

BUYS ARE
WAITING...

thentry
Mu

Ledger & Times

Rummage
Sale

Horoscopes

fl',1414,;1:Itil;l:41,111
, ...c,r,

111111"cicyd"

753-5341 or 753-1270

e•Allbritten., Inc.
1Steel
i
Purdom Motors

1300 121 By-Pass • Murray Km • 753-5315

Pre-Owned Cars
$4,900
$5,100
HSI
Chrysler
1966
$4,900
1966 Ford Crown Victoria.
1986 Buick LeSabre
1968
1968 Olds Delta
Bro...--.----•—$9,900
1988 Ms Ninety Eight Bro..-------$9.900
$5,700
1988 Buick Skylark.
1969 Olds Mnety Eight Bro..----.-311,900
$13,900
1990 Buick Part Ave
0
Convert
(2)-39,90
1990 Pontiac Sunbird
$10,900
Grand
1991 Pont
•$9,900
1991 Pont. Sunbird
.$12,900
1991 Pont 6000 LE
.$11,900
1991 Olds Owl
.114,900
1991 Olds Delta IS Royal.
1991 Buick Regal Coups................... $13,900
1991 Buick USW,
— $19,900
•
1991 Buick Pat Ave..
$12,900
1991 Buick Canturf (2)
421,900
1991 Cadillac Seville..
11101 Cadliac Sedan MVOs (3)........$23,900
1992
1992 Parodic Bonneville SE (3).......$17j00
$14,800
1902 Buick Codify (2)
.415400
1992 Buick Revd Sedan..
1992 Olds Termed° Trois°........._... $23,1100
.--$23,900
19112 Olds May Eight Blie

1985 Olds Delta 88 Coupe

so

-r

ass Dliii ss maysi

753 51365

753 0509

NEW bug shields for pickups and vans foreign and
domestic, dear and smoke
tint $19 50/ea Pick up bed
mats $34 50/ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500

1989 CHAMPION 174'
Fish & Ski Loaded,
w/150hp Johnson and
trailer 489-2895

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation arid service
Call Gary at
759 4754

Auto

Mathis Transmission
Service

Parts

624 N. 4th St., Murray

FREE month of March a
Shady Hill Auto Salvage
You take out regular head
lights fuses bulbs Limit 4
per customer 753 2951
Tues Sat 8am-5pm

753-6374

U1.4:1
Carl

Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic it' standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

1976 BUICK Park Ave
new ores 1976 Buick Le
Sabre, rough Both me
chemically good Also, rubber tire wagon 492 8594
after 6prn

DAVID SMITH
Construction

1977 CHEVY Malibu
Classic good condition
753-1265 after 6prn

New Homes

1979 MERCURY Cougar
2-door runs good $250
firm 753 3469 after 3pm

Commercial
Metal Pole Barns

Residential

1978 DODGE Aspen, ex
talent running condition
cracked windshield $350
firm 492 8806 after 5pm

Adcbbons

15 Yrs Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 139D

Benton, Ky 42025

•••

-•c-r

• „•
• .•#•

PHONE
502-437-3026

LITWILLER Building Farm
arid residential set up for
large prieects Our business is built on quality
382 2214
LOCAL carpenter and interior painter Guarantee
lowest rates in town 10
years quality experience
759-1672
MOBILE home repair.
Interior/Exterior house
Reasonable
painting
Call anytime,
rates
489 2762 ask for 8411
MOODY Mower Repair
Pick-up and delivery, all
work guaranteed
753-5668
MOWING Yard Work Af
fordable reliable, efficient
Free estimates 753-9100
NEED your gutters cleaned
or repaired'? Call 753-0834
PAINTING inferior and ex
tenor Query work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436-5625
PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes.
24-hour emergency, samedey service 489-2525
PLUMBING repairman with
sem* day service Call
436-5255

than in the recent past.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): An opportunity Ifir success
suddenly presents itself. Move decisively. but only after great thought.
solution.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A Confide your plans to trusted asso
financial situation could be difficult. ciates hut keep the details to y oursel I
CAPRICORN I Dec.22-Jan. 191:
Pay hills: do not amass them. Pick
your words and moves very carefully A good time to search for bargains in
It the negotiating table. Be careful housing and home furnishings. Others are impressed by your exclent
not to trip up or divulge secrets.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): taste. Work hums right along. Strike
Show someone how much they can while the iron is hot.
AQUARIUS Ilan. 20-Feb. IS):
profit by working with you and you
will soon be in the chips. Gifts and An older person's sage advice helps
favors work wonders. A long-distance you make a beneficial and fariourney could make good money reaching decision today. Joint effort
gets the job done in a jiffy. Share the
sense.
applause.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Say
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20): Ro-no- to impulse buying. If you are in
temporary financial bind, see if you mance soars to new heights. Be decan get a better payment schedule. cisive in professional matters. Stop
Look miles away for work -- the waiting around for someone to give
you the green light. Dust yourself off
doors of opportunity open to you.
after a setback and start all overagain.
1,E0(July 23-Aug. 22): Glad lid-

priceless commodities. People at a
distance can lighten your load or
provide financial assistance. Honest
discussions can lead to a workable

TODA 1"S 'H IEDR EN are articulate,bpinionated and convincing. Wise
parents will encourage these young crusaders to choose their causes with care.
Idealistic and impulsive, these Pisces will sometimes fall for a sob story that
is not true. With the right training, they can become first-rate journalists or
public speakers_ They love the outdoors and prefer a casual, nature-oriented.
lifestyle
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Looking Back

Today in History
Today is Wednesday, March 18, the 78th day of 1992. There are 288
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 18, 1837, the 22nd and 24th president of the United States,
Grover Cleveland, was born in Caldwell, N.J.
On this date:
In 1766, Britain repealed the Stamp Aci
In 1909, Einar Dessau of Denmark used a shortwave transmiuer to converse with a government radio post about six miles away in what's
believed to have been the first broadcast by a "ham" operator.
In 1922, Mohandas K. Gandhi was sentenced in India to six years'
imprisonment for civil disobedience. (He was released after serving two
years.)
In 1962, France and Algerian rebels agreed to a truce.
In 1965, the first spacewalk took place as Soviet cosmonaut Aleksei
L.001109 left his Voskhod 2 capsule and remained outside the spacecraft
for 20 minutes, secured by a tether.
In 1974, most of the Arab oil-producing nations ended their embargo
against the United States.
In 1979, Iranian authorities detained American feminist Kate Milieu,
one day before deporting Iter and a companion for what were termed
"provocations."
In 1985, Capital Cities Incorporated announced it was acquiring American Broadcasting Companies Incorporated for more than $3.5 billion.
Ten years ago: The government of Nicaragua expressed willingness to
negotiate with the United States on various issues, including a U.S.
charge that the Sandinistas were supplying rebels in El Salvador.
Five years ago: Susan Butcher won her second consecutive Iditarod
Trail Sled Dog Race, covering the distance from Anchorage to Nome,
Alaska, in 11 ,days, two hours, five minutes and 13 seconds.
One year agog Results from a non-binding Soviet referendum showed
'Overwhelming support for preserving the union, a victory for President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev. However, in a boost for Russian President Boris
N. Yeltsin, voters in his republic also endorsed electing the federation
president by direct ballot.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Peter Graves is 66. Author George Plimpton
is 65. Composer John Kander is 65. Author John Updike is 60. The president of South Africa, F.W. de Klerk, is 56. Actor Kevin Dobson is 49.
Singer Irene Cara is 33. Singer Vanessa Williams is 29.
Thought for Today: "Nc man has a right in America to treat any other
man tolerantly, for tolerance is the assumption of superiority." — Wendell Willkie, American politician (1892-1944).

Ten years ago
Marine Lance Cpl. Charles R.
Johnson is serving with Second
Battalion, Fourth Marines, Camp
Lejeune, N.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Harrison will
be married for 50 years on March
20.
Will Edd Stokes recently was
installed as ,1982-83 president of
Kentucky Farm and Power Equipment Dealers Association at a
meeting held at Louisville.
A special feature story and picture on Kathie Broach, Juvenile
Probation Officer of Calloway
County, was published. The story
was written by Jo Burkeen, staff
writer.
Tilghman beat Ballard Memorial
for the championship of Region I
High School Basketball
Tournament.
Amy Runyon celebrated her
seventh birthday on March 12 with

a party held at her home.
Twenty years ago
Sgt. Jackie P. McCuiston, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W.R. McCuiston, is
erving at Elgin Air Force Base,
Florida.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Williams,
March 5, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. WayIon Miller, March 7.
Sally Guy, Emily Wolfson and
Barbara Fleming have a display of
their hand-woven articles at Calloway County Public Library.
The Family Portrait composed of
Mike Jones, Judy Jones, Eddie
Coryell and George Coryell will
provide the music for the St. Patrick's Day Dance tonight at Murray
Country Club.
Miss Becky Lynn Burchett and
Edward Max Gore were married
March 3 in a ceremony at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Burchett.

Thirty years ago
Robert L. Waters, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard T. Waters, was recently promoted to the rank of major
in the U.S. Army. He is now stationed at Fort Campbell.
Charles Homra, Mrs. Harry
Sparks, Charles Eldridge and Mrs.
C.S. Lowry were members of a
panel for the discussion of "Putting
Purpose In Our Childrens Lives"
at a meeting of College High
School Chapter of Parent-Teacher
Association.
Dr. C.C. Lowry was guest speaker at a meeting of Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
His subject was "Cancer."
Births reported include a boy to
Vernon and Suzanne Nix Sprehe,
March 8.
Fulton City beat Reidland for the
championship of Region I High
School Basketball Tournament.

DEAR ABBY: I am 21, and my
boyfriend is 40 and married. I am
trying to decide what to do about this
relationship. The age difference is
not the problem. My mother and
others close to me tell me that this is
an unhealthy relationship ("once a
cheater, always a cheater"), and I
should break it off. Halfof the time,
I think they're right because being in
love with a married man has me
sneaking around lie a criminal.
Then there are times when our love
is so beautiful,it's worth all the pain
I go through,and all the thoughts of
breaking up go right Out the window.

He tells me he loves me and he
will marry meonce he gets everything
straightened out.
Should I keep on seeing him and
hoping for the best, or break it off
now and tell him to get in touch with
me when he can make a commitment?
I realize thatonly I can make that
decision, but your advice would help
me immensely.
IN LOVE,BUT CONFUSED
DEAR IN LOVE:You have answered your own question:
Break it off now and tell him to
get in touch with you IF and

when he is able to make a commitment.
DEAR ABBY:I recently spent four
days with my daughter, son-in-law
and baby granddaughter,11 months
old, who live in another state. Maybe
I'm behind the times, but I . would
like your opinion of the following:.
My son-in-law works until 11 each
night, and my daughter feels that
the baby should be kept up until
Daddy comes home so they can have
some "quality time together."
Translated.I believe that means that
they want to sleep late mornings and
not be awakened by a hungry baby
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YOU MADE ME
GIVE AWAY
THE PUNCH
!
UNE!

'IOU MEAN ABOUT
THE THREE
BOWLING BALLS
AND THE
PARROT WHO
YELLS
"STRIKE!"?

IF VOU
STOP
CHOKING
ME, I'LL
LAUGI4!
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By GARY LARSON
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at 6 or 7 a.m..
The lb wakes up about x III
a.m., is given a bottle and put back in
her crib until 10 or 11 a in. She is
then bathed, dressed u nd tud
breakfast at noon. Shp has
afternoon nap. Lunch is fed to lipr
around 5.30 or ti p.m She then'Ai-,
a nap until ri::10 or9 p.m. She is. then
plov ontil
awakened. It'd
her daddy romps home. and is rut to
bed for the night beim.1.1•11 I p
and midnight.
The babv also suffers from non
stow:olds. thherthan this sit o :tom,
can't find any pritivism. Slip is
adored by troth parents ;Ind I'm sm..
will never be abused. Ilowe•et.
don't believe her present eat ing•
sleeping pattern is healthy fur hei.
llow do 3,1/11 feel about this? ',\1
tell ine
feelings will not be hurt if
• it's nooe of Inv- busini-,s
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DEAR NERVOUS NANA:
Thank you for telling me that
your feelings will not be hurt if I
tell you it's none ofyour business
— because it isn't. However,the
night schedule may he convenient now,butthe baby may have
some trouble adjusting to nda
schedule when it's time for pr rischool or kindergarten.
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Forty years ago
Sgi Eddie T. Riley, son of
and Mrs. John Riley, is enry.•
home after serving for the past 1,
months in Pusan, Korea.
Murray Woman's Club is sl
swing the 1952 Cancer Crusade
Calloway County, according il
Mrs. W.J. Gibson, chairnian of th crusade.
Mrs. Macon Rickman of Almo
Mrs. Charles Stubblefield of Ne%
Concord .and Mrs. Bryn Tolley of
Murray were elected as officers 01
Calloway County Council of
Parent-Teacher Asso,:iation.
Births rerorted
hoy
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar ..klvin Harrel!.
Feb. 28; a girl to Mr. and Mrs
John Steele, March II; a girl it,
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Paschall
March 13.
A.L. Bazzell was honored at
party in celebration of his 82nd
birthday on March 5 at his home.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
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HEARD T146
ONE!
IT'S N
cuNNY'
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COMMESIOAL. 10ODO
tAttlt14314'

Thisone's for everybody.from teens to
seniors!To purchase Abby's new booklet,
Deal
business sire, self-

"The Anger in All of Us and How to
With It," send a long.
addressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $.3.95 44.50 in Canada tic Dear
Abby,Anger Booklet.P.O. Box 447. Mount
Morris, Ill. 61051. 1Postage is included.
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CATHY
) Rom THE MOVIE STARS IN
HONEST FABRICS... SIMPLE,
mm141000 TO THE SOCiALiTES
UNPRETENTIOUS SNLES ..
OF NEW 4ORK, EVERY LOWPROFILE ENSEmBLE THAT's
WORN 15 NOT ZUST AN
ACKNOWLEDGMENT Of THESE
• I TottOti ECONOMIC TIMES BUT
ME ORE
THE
A STATEMENT ALL ITS 'OWN
/HE
3ACKET
SHIRT

1 WE CALL IT
"FAUX BROKE':

$55 FOR A
LWHITE T-SHIRT?:)
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DEAR DR. GOTT: What causes calcium deposits in the lungs? Is there a
cure, or can I expect the condition to
get progressively worse with time
DEAR READER: As a defense
mechanism, the body deposits calcium at the sites of inflammation. The
calcium walls off the inflammation
and may prevent contamination of
surrounding tissues. Sometimes the
calcium deposits cause more trouble
than the inflammation itself; for ex
ample,calcific deposits in tendons of
ten cause severe pain.
"Lord, we thank thee."
Lymph glands can also calcify.
Such a reaction is common in the
lungs and usually results from old,
burned-out infection, such as tuberculosis and fungus inflamniation. These
deposits are not painful and are usually discovered accidently in a chest Xray. The calcium itself needs no treatAnswer to Previous Puzzle
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Crosswords

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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TuST-THINK!-V0J LEPNE
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AND ANOTHER THING..IN OUR HOUSE WE
DON T ALLOW 0065 TO BEG AT THE TABLE!
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100% Pure

broge
Juice

ORANGE
•••••""" JUICE
1/2 Callon Carton

Lb.
i

Jim Adams Meat

1

Young-N-Tender Boneless

$1.19
lb. $3.19
lb. 69'

12 ox.

Wieners
Fryer Breast Fillets
1GA 10-12 Lb. Avg.

Turkeys

Convenient
Be-Sealable
Pour Spout

41196060111.111.11P7

10 LB. MEAT SALE
Lean

>sr

SAUSAGE

GROUND
BEEF

BANANAS

NECK BONES
10 Lb.

10 Lb.

'129"490

•

Fresh Fryer
Williams 8.5 oz. Box

$1.49
Mr. Fritters Frozen (AD varieties)
I? 99'
Patties
Mama Rosa
22 oz. 2 For $4.89
Pizza
Ols Southern Frozen
8 Lb. Box $3.49
liallork Patty
Sausage S Biscuit

Bush Showboat

PORK 8 BEANS
15 Oz. Can

Mixed

LEG
QUARTERS

PORK CHOPS
10 Lbs.
Fresh

10 Lb.

$1.39
3 Lb. Bag $1.19
10 Lb. Bag $1.89
qt.
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Yellow

Onions
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aha Baking
Potatoes

Dog
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Purina

Jiffy Corn

DOG CHOW

MUFFINBoxMIX

Utar

6 Oz.

25 Lb. Bag

All Flavors 16 Oz. Box
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3i99'
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Dressing
32 oz..
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One Dozen Eggs
At The Checkout
When You Buy Any
4 Martha White'
Fruit Muffin Mixes
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PIHMING
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4 Ct. Cartes
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ErrECTIVE DATES:
Mar. II-Mar. 17

BUTTERMILK

FROM: Mirth. White Foods
BUY: Any 4 Martha White Fruit Muffin
Mixes
PRESENT: This coupon to dm cashier
along with purchase
RECEIVE: FFREE on dozen eggs Maximum Value: Ws
Cashier Write
Purchase
Good Week of 3-16-92
Amount Hem
Only At IGA

Ara
0-10 Os Carlos

SUP
CAT
32

9
C
9
7
89*
1/1 S.Cartes

Oz. Bottle
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We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors
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